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FOREWORD
This report was produced in accordance
with NASA Contract NA83-7614 for NASA
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
It describes test results and calculations
on the performance of the Double- Circular-
Arc Stator.
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I. SUMMARY
A transonic stator having double-circular-arc airfoils was tested over a range
of flow angles and velocities. Stator inlet flow was generated by means of an
inlet guide vane and flow generation rotor. Transonic stator inlet flow was
achieved at design speed. Measured minimum stator losses at mid-span were
lower than the NASA loss correlation for comparable Mach numbers. Near
the blade ends the losses increased sharply. At mid-span the stator exhibited
a minimum total pressure loss coefficient, w , of 0. 070 at design speed. The
inlet-Mach number and diffusion factor at minimum loss were 0.94 and 0. 53,
respectively. Nuar the hub at 90 percent of span, the stator minimum total
pressure loss coefficient, inlet Mach number and diffusion factor were 0.147,
1.02 and 0. 62, respectively. At 10 percent of span, the stator minimum total
pressure loss coefficient, inlet Mach number and diffusion factor were 0. 114,
0. 87 and 0. 50, respectively. At 5 and 95 percent of span, the stator minimum
total pressure loss coefficients were 0.22 and 0. 24, respectively. At design
speed, minimum loss occurred at approximately 2 degrees negative incidence
to the suction surface, except near the hub where minimum loss occurred at
positive incidences. Stator deviations were within 1 degree of the predicted
values at all spanwise locations, except at 90 percent of span where the devia-
tion was 2.5 degrees greater than predicted-. Test data are presented to show
the variation of deviation, diffusion factor and stator loss coefficient as a func-
tion of incidence angle.
Maximum airflow at design speed was 136.7 pounds per second which is 1.7
pounds per second higher than the design value. Overall stage efficiency at
design speed and 136.7 pounds per second airflow was approximately one-half
point lower than predicted.
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II. INTRODUCTION
Under Contract NAS3-7614 to NASA, the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division of
United Aircraft Corporation investigated blade element performance of stators
designed to operate in the transonic range.
The objective of this investigation was to obtain blade element data on a family
of multiple-circular-are (MCA) blade shapes, which are considered suitable
for stator blade sections - that operate at high flow Mach numbers. This now
family of blade shapes is defined as two double-circular-arc blade segments
Joined at a common transition point, where the forward and rearward portions_
of the blade are circular-arc sections of different radii. These blade shapes
are aimed at controlling the flow turning over the forward portion of the blade
with respect to the total turning to minimize losses associated with flow shocks.
The contract included testing three different stator airfoil shapes utilizing an
inlet guide vane and flow generation rotor. Two stators have multiple-eircular-
are airfoils with the supersonic turning equal to 0.6 of that for an equivalent
double-circular-arc airfoil stator. One multiple-circular-arc design (MCA
Stator A) has the transition between the low curvature forward section and the
rearward section at the assumed passage shock position. The other design
(MCA Stator B) has its transition point moved to the rear of the shock location.
A third stator with double-circular-arc (RCA) airfoils provides a basis for com-
parison.
The three sets of stators were designed for an inlet relative Mach number of 1.1
at the hub and an inlet flow angle of 48 degrees. The blading was designed to
turn the flow to the axial direction at all radii. A hub solidity of 1.91 was select-
ed along with an aspect ratio of 2. 06, which resulted in 63 blades having a chord
of 2.155 inches. Detail design of these stators, along with the design of the
inlet guide vane and flow generation rotor, is given in Reference 1.
This report presents blade element performance of the DCA Stator. Also pre-
sented are overall performance data for the combination of inlet guide vane and






The following symbols are used:
A	 - area, ft`
Aan	 - annulus area, ft2
 (3.76 at the inlet guide vane leading edge)
A f	 -'frontal area, ft2 (5. 241 at the inlet guide vane leading edge)
c	 - chord length, in
D .	 r- Uffu ion factor
4neiden6e angle; anglP_bet` een inlet air di ection 2nd line tangent
`'	 tt^ blac;e then ca; 	 r lir^^^ at leading edge, degrees
khoidenciE angle =4ngl e&'between inlet air direction and line tangent
=t« lafade suet^^	 QTJ. e at leading edge, degrees
M 3	 -_jyjach nt,6 i_cr
N	 - rotor speed, rpm
P	 - total pressure, psfa
p	 - static pressure, psfa
r	 - radius, ft
S	 -- blade spacing, in
T	 - total temperature, OR
t	 - static temperature, OR
t/c	 - thickness-to-chord ratio
U	 - rotor speed, ft/sec
V	 - air velocity, ft/sec
-	 t
-	 PRATT A WHITNEY AIRCRAFT-
	 -
W -weight floty, lrs/sec
- - air angle, title between air velocity and axial direction, degrees
} _ - ratio of specific heats
ail - air turning angle, degree;,
rati9 cf inlet total pressure to standard pressure-o 2116.22 lbs/ft2
deviation angle, angle; between exit air direction and tangent to
blade mean -camber line at trailing edge, degrees
n	
- =efficiency,
--ratio of inlet total temperatures-to,standard_ temperature of 51$.698
P -mass density, lbs-sect tft`l .
a - soltdity, ratio of chord to spacing
°- total pressure loss coefficient
	 ..
_	 - - angular velocity of rotor, radians/sec
superscripts;
-	 '	 - - relative to moving blades






'	 0	 - plenum chamber
	
1	 - instrument plane upstream of inlet guide vane (IGV)
	
2	 - station at IGV leading edge
	
3	 - station at IGV trailing edge
	
4	 - instrument plane upstream of rotor
	
5	 - station at rotor inlet
	
6	 - station at rotor exit
	
i	 - instrument plane upstream of stator
	
8	 - station at stator leading edge
	
9	 - station at stator , traiIing edge
	
10	 - instrument plane downstream of stator
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IV. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
A. Compressor Test Facility
The compressor test facility is shown schematically in Figure 1. It is equipped
with agas-turbine-drive engine using a 2.1:1 gearbox to give the optimum speed-
range capability.
Air enters through a calibrated nozzle for flow measurements. A 72-foot
straight section of 42-inch-diameter pipe runs from the nozzle to a 90-inch-
diameter inlet plenum. Wire-mesh screen and an "egg-crate'! structure locat-
ed_ midway through the plenum provide a uniform pressure profile into the com-
pressor.
The compressor airflaw is exhausted into a toroidal collector and then into a
6-soot-diameter discharge stack. A 6-foot-diameter valve in the stack provides
back pressure for the test compressor, Two smaller valves, one 24-inch and
one 12-inch, in bypass lines provide vernier control of u:;.ck pressure.
B. Test Compressor
The test compressor, as shown in Figure 2, is a single stage, axial-flow com-
pressor with an inlet guide vane. It has a constant outside diameter of 31.0 in-
ches and a hubAip ratio at the stator inlet of 0.70. The inlet guide vane has
27 N_ACA M400 series vanes, the rotor 28 double-circular-arc blades, and the
stator 63 vanes. Complete details of the design are given in Reference L
1. Inlet Guide Vane and Rotor
The inlet guide vane and rotor ^vere designed to produce the desired stator inlet
flow angle and Mach number distribution. Blade element performances for the
inlet guide vane and rotor are given in Reference 2.
2. Stator
The double-circular-arc stator is a special case of the multiple-circular--arc
airfoil in which the transition point and maximum .thickness point are located at
mid-chord, and the forward and rearward portions of the blade are circular-
arc sections of the same radii. The blade sections were designed for the same
stator inlet flow conditions and the same outlet flow angle as the MCA Stators
A and B, which are described in References 2 and 3. The DCA Stator was
tested to provide a reference or base condition in evaluating the performance




1. 67 times the supersonic turning of the multiple-circular-arc blades, so that
acceleration in the supersonic flow region ahead of the shock is greater for the
DCA Stator than for the MICA Stators A and B. A summary of the stator design
values for eight streamlines at which blade element data ^rere obtained is given
in Table I. A photograph of the DCA Stator is shown in Figure 3.
TABLE I
STATOR DESIGN " DATA, DCA STATOR
(Station 8 - Station 9)
Percent of Stator Leading Edge Span from O. D.
5	 10	 30	 50	 70	 80	 90 95
Inlet Dia.	 30.54,	 30.02	 28.18	 26.35 - 	24.52	 23.60	 22.69 22.30
Exit Dia.	 30.60	 30.-05	 28.38	 26.74	 25.11	 24.32	 _23.53 24.-24
08	 41.63	 41.46	 41.57	 42.55	 44.02	 45.04	 46.89 48.08
fig	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0"
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i	 7.5	 7.3	 6.4	 5.5	 4.6	 4.2	 3.8 3.6
In






	 0.150-	 0.170 0.185
L	 (+.50	 0.50	 0.50	 0.52	 0.54	 0.55	 0.57 0.58
Stator leading and trailing edbe radii are both 0.01 inch across the span. Design
incidence to the suction surface is 0%
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C. instrumentation
Jnstrumentation was identical with that used for testing of flXCA Stator B, which
is described in Reference 3.
The general construction features-of the temperature rake, pressure rakes and
traverse probes are illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows the station number
designation and location of instrumentation and blade leading and trailing edge
planes. -Figure 6 shows the circumferential location of instrumentation.
D. Test Procedure
Test procedure was the same as for the MCA Stator B tests, which is described
iri Reference 3, except that a rotor stress survey was not made prior to perfor-
mance testing.
Overall performance and blade element performance tests were run at 50, 70,
.
	
	 90, 100, 110, and 120 percent of design speed. Five complete data points and
one near stall point were obtained at all speeds except 120 percent. At 120 per-
cent of design speed, the near stall point was not run because there was a pos-
sibility that a hard stall with the small tip clearances at this speed might damage
the rig. Complete data points included radial traverse-measurements before
and after the stator of total pressure, static pressure, and air angle, together
with wake rake traverses of stator exit total pressure and temperature. Near
stall points were run without traversing ahead of the stator.
E. Calculation Procedure.
Data were reduced using the procedure described in Reference 3. Stator vector
diagram data and performance parameters were calculated at 5, 10, 30; 50, 70,
80, 90, and 95 percent of blade height.
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Performance parameters are defined as follows:
a. Incidence Angle (based on mean camber line)
im = 13 T (Stator)
b. Deviation
a0* (Stator)
c. Diffusion Factor.. .
V^	 r8V0 8 - r9 V 0 9
D = 1 - . V
	
^1	 +8	 8. r) a V,9	 8
(Stator)
d. Loss Coefficient
P	 P8 -	 9
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1. C	 - '	 p(local)	 p8	 (Stator)p -	 -
1/2 p 8 V82
2. S factor = P 8	 - P(local) (Stator)
1/2 p 8 V82
Note: Leading edge values of - local . static pressure for
Cp and S factor were set equal to the inlet stag-
nation pressure; traili ► .g edge values for. Cp and S
factor were based on calculated static pressure at
the stator exit plane.
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V. RESULTS .:'AND DISCUSSION
Overall performance of the inlet guide vane, rotor, and stator and the blade
element performance of the DCA Stator are presented. Overall performance
is presented in plots of pressure ratio and efficiency versus weight flow, with
corrected speed as a parameter. Stator blade element performance, including
loss coefficient, diffusion factor, and deviation, are presented as functions of
incidence. Curves have been drawn through data generated at common test
speeds, with design values shown for comparison. Tabulations of Mach number
ranges for each speed line were added for convenience. Static pressure dis-
tributions for the stator surfaces and hub channel are presented as a function
of chord length for representative samplings of the data points. Velocity
vectors and blade element performance parameters for the DCA Stator are
tabulated in Appendix A. Static pressure distribution data for all the test points
are tabulated in Appendix B.
Inlet guide vane performance and rotor performance are presented in Reference 2.
A. Overall Performance
Figure 7 presents overall performance of the inlet guide vane, rotor and stator
in terms of pressure ratio and efficiency versus corre^c^ ed weight flow,
W g and versus corrected specific weight floAv-, W V% Aan, for six corrected
rotor speeds. Values of corrected airflow were measured with the inlet nozzle.
Stall lines were extrapolated from the characteristic speed lines to the measured
stall airflows.
Figure 7 shows that the maximum flow obtained at design speed was :136.7 pounds
per second, or 1. 7 pounds per second higher than design flow. The stage effici-
ency and pressure ratio at this flow and design equivalent speed were 79.1 per-
cent and 1.439 compared with the predicted values of 79.7 percent and 1.485.
Maximum stage efficiency obtained at design speed was 80.5 percent at a pres-
sure ratio of 1.482 and an airflow of 134. 1 pounds per second. The low value
of stage efficiency can be partially attributed to the fact that the stator loading
is very high compared to the rotor work input and that the high stator losses
result in a high ratio of loss to work input and therefore a low efficiency.
Figure 8 presents the overall performance of the inlet guide vane and rotor
combination for the six corrected speeds.
B. Blade Element Performance
Blade element performance of the DCA Stator for six speeds is presented in
Figures 9, 10, and 11. Figures show diffusion factor, deviation and total
pressure loss coefficient versus incidence, with one plot for each spanwise
location. Data were calculated at axial stations corresponding to the leading
and trailing edges of the stator.
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In general the loss plots exhibit the following trends:
• An increase in minimum loss with increasing Mach number.
A narrowing of low loss incidence range as Mach number increases.
Increased minimum loss incidence with Increases in Mach number.
Measured mid-span minimum losses at design speed were lower than predicted
for comparable values of Mach number. Near the blade ends losses were higher
than predicted. At design speed, measured mid-span values of minumum loss
coefficient, inlet Mach number and diffusion factor are 0.070, 0.94 and 0. 53,
respectively. Design mid-span values of loss coefficient, inlet Mach number
and diffusion factor are 0.091, 0.94 and 0. 54, respectively. Near the hub at
90. percent of span, the stator minimum total pressure loss coefficent, inlet
Mach number and diffusion factor were 0.147, 1.02 and 6. 62, respectively.. At
10 percent of-span, the stator minimum total pressure loss coefficient, inlet
Mach number and diffusion factor were 0.114, 0.87 and 0. 50, respectively. At
5 and 95 percent of span, the stator minimum total pressure loss coefficients
were 0.22 and 0. 24, respectively. Minimum loss values taken from the curves
of Figure 11 are compared with design values in Figure 12.
Minimum loss levels and optimum incidence angles were defined by test data
points for all blade elements. At design speed, minimum loss occurred at
approximately two degrees negative incidence to the suction surface, except
near the hub where minimum loss occurred at positive incidences. A summary
of minimum loss coefficient and incidence at 100 percent of design speed for
each spanwise location is given in Table H.
TABLE II
SPANWISE LOSS AND INCIDENCE DATA
DCA STATOR, 100% DESIGN SPEED
% Span Minimum is









Stator loadings for design speed and design incidences agree; with predicted
loadings at the tip section and mid-span section, but are higher than predicted




and JO percent of span are 0. 52, 0.54 and 0.61, respectively, compared to
predicted loadings of 0. 52, 0.54 and 0.57.
Stator deviations were within 1 degree of the predicted values at all spanwise
locations, except at 90 percent of span where the deviation was 2.5 degrees
greater than predicted.
The stator loss parameter, cw cos a, , is presented versus diffusion factor for
2^
each of eight radial locations in figure 13. Curves have been drawn through
the points representing minimum loss for each speed. The curves shown for
each radial position have been adjusted to reflect trends at other radial locations
providing a smooth transition as a function of radius. Therefore, at a given
radial location the curves will not necessarily represent a mean of the data
points obtained at that radial location. The loss parameter as presented is
calculated based on the measured total loss an(. thus includes any losses associated
with flow shocks. As speed is increased the D factor at which minimum loss
occurs increases due to compressibility. The curves drawn through the minimum
loss points indicate an increase in the loss parameter with increasing D factor.:_
as might be expected. However, the magnitude of the increase in loss para-
meter with increase in D factor may, in part, be due to an increase in shock
losses associated with the higher Mach number.
Figure 14 presents a comparison of the minimum loss parameter versus D
factor for the eight radial locations. The curves indicate an increase in loss
parameter in the end wall regions.
Chordwise distributions of the ratio of local static pressure on the hub to stator
inlet pressure at 90 percent of span are shown in Figure 15. This figure repre-
sents wide open throttle, part throttle and near stall for 50, 100, and 110 per-
cent of opeating speed. Static pressures were measured along the hub, mid-
way between two stator vanes. Pressure discontinuities at the open throttle-
operating points at design speed and 110 percent of design speed indicate shocks
in the channel.
Chordwise distributions of pressure coefficient, C p , on the stator surfaces are
shown in Figures 16 through 23. Pressure coefficients, S factor, are shown in
Figures 24 through Sl. The data are presented for wide open throttle, part
throttle, and near stall for 50, 1.00, and 110 percent of design speed. The
pressure distribution which corresponds to near minimum loss is indicated
in the figure subtitles. A rapid increase in C (rapid decrease in S factor) on
the blade suction surface indicates a sharp rise in static pressure due to the
presence of a passage shock. The presence of these passage shocks is more
apparent at the higher speeds where the flow Mach number is higher. Data
for all speeds and throttle settings are tabulated in Appendix B.
^	 yr=
1.
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Figure 4 Compressor Instrumentation
1
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Figure 7 Overall Performance of Inlet Guide Vane, Rotor,
and DCA Stator
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Figure 9 DCA Stator, Diffusion Factor vs. Incidence
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Figure 10 DCA Stator, Deviation vs. Incidence
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Figure 10 DCA Stator, Deviation vs. Incidence
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Figure 11 DCA Stator, Total Pressure Loss Coefficient vs. Incidence
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Figure 12 DCA Stator, Minimum Stator Loss Coefficient vs.
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Figure 13	 DCA Stator, Loss Parameter vs. Diffusion Factor
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Figure 13 ACA Stator, Loss Parameter vs. Diffusion Factor
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Figure 14 DCA Stator, Minimum Loss Parameter vs. Diffusion Factor
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Figure 16 DCA Stator, Hub Mid-channel Static Pressure Gradient
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(e) 110% DESIGN SPEED
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PRATT 6 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 1-1
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
























.956 .tee •.498 •1.012 -994 ••2'37 •04
vE •1 4 6 4• • 5• S 4. O r	 5 476.926 4YY. S4
V, 397.813 431.464 445.328 435.567 41b.234 406.178 380.614 316.443
vZ^ 396.654 430.307 444.413 434.824 415.803
agr
405 . 980 380 . 582 316.376
Vft •5 44U. 402944 1. 8 343,975 4.	 0 2	 . 8.002
vim_ 6 982 7.200 2.240 -3.789 -7.355 -7 045 -1 710 -5 784 ^ •






























3.546 4.014 40729 4.639 6.454
^. 119.706 -11516:44 8.388 - '7.482 •6.718 - .6.716 •7.673 •6.983
,,,0
9.
PERCENT DESIGN SEED,-""  lot	 - 49.9729 3,	 12.lW1FRONTAL AREA.
CORRECTED
N/yf0LS1GN
ROTOR SPEED, Niry . w22.10D
CORRECTED PLOW PER UNIT AI
CORRECTED WQONT FLOW, MV6/b- M90 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA,
Am
TABLE 1-2
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
' SPAN 9b 90 80 70 50 30 10 05
Dle.
RE
22.300 22. 680 _23.670 24,480 26.350 28.190 30, 000	 30_540
.041 45,740 44.495 43.690 40.774 39.410 39.236 40.979
K9 1.102 1.119 .699 - 477
-	 3 6 15 -_649
vE 5. 0.9	 1 576.610 552. 7 533.319 495.085 474.680 454.780 422.887
V9 375.869 408.9011 424.478 4
 39	 5 34 299.9s]





v tv 374.761 407.705 423.57A 413.714 390.9111 382.149 360.513 299.9a4vM
•	
6 412.956 M7.544







.364 379 •369 .349 340 320
.,Q 1•	 9 44.b 7l 4^-44.1
	 4 •0 0 40.4 5 39.	 5 41.628
.175 .092 .054 ,046 .042 .049 .100 .212
- C.%i9 /70 . LP45 . n24 .015 .014 9013 .016 .035 .075D .503
--	
•473 .420 . 425 .421 .406 •428 526
o. .T4S :c1" -:HBO- • 47 •592
- 3.521 2.490 3.915 4.190 3.834 4.14C 5.166 6 999
. 1 -T:7D__ -___.-.
- . - . -2. 14 •.631
^• 9.802
__ _ 9.609_ _ 8.79_9_ 7.503 6. 414  6.695 7.671 7,381
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED,- M6&• ' 00 -
N/Va DE SI GN
44.43311
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED, NAr:. 4434.3110
CORRECTED PLOWER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. -^^r
AI
11•jap





BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
STATOR
9:' 911 Bt) 70 50 30 30 OS
D I• a2.Ju0 [[.b1+u 23.670 24.440 26,350 28.190 30!000 30.540
pR .4u 7
46.967
. ♦ 	 . . . . . ur-
Ns .bG0 773 .844 x651 .405 .406 .407 _ X408 _
vE 75.x20 599.b9b 576.x67 55x.840 512.797 488.151 465.567 438.200
V, 359.380 391.Ob5 408.396 399.720 371.518 361. 78 3,3;:b42 282.389
vzE
 t  .9
3y1.965 382.b95 x.911 364.41 9 201.00
v z1 356.4u5 395.Ob9 407.5 39%044 7 361 .060 339.613 -
Vol 450.458 452.372 431.157 414.942 360.585 335.17 1 329.307 18.421
V09 3.687 5.273 6.U12 5.934 2.625. 2.562 2.4^ 112.0
NE .918 .541 .7 .4 .436 .41
W.? .318 •347 .362 .355 .329 .320 .300 6249
5U.d19 48.195 47.523 47 .095 44.27 42.956 44.611 46.199
1b2 .093 .059 0059 .056 .Q¢0 .091 .202
.ur2 .024 .Olb -.017 .018 .020 .032 •072
D .57; .S16W .492 .497 .496 .462 .515 .612
.6b.1 .992 591 086 1 1
.8a 7 _5.717 -	 7.787 a.445 7.742 8.093 10.938 12.627
-- --.3„J87 2.057 -	 3. 37	 S.0 5 92 .614 ^•^'f-
n'^_._ 9.2n8 9.26. 3.944 -	 b ' (" I _ 8.135 8.116 8.337 8.438





- ROTOR SPEED, N/,r, - JiJ7.17ir	 -
CORRECTED FLO W PERUNIT FRONTAL AREA,	 •
Wy^^b •
C0. N'..E 1' WaGNT-fLJ W, » ^, f . 1/.,vrer - CORRECTED FLOW




BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
STATOR
SPAN 95 90 PO 70 50 30 to 05
Dt.. 22.30C 22.684 P3.67n 24.480 26.350 _28.190 30.000	 _ 30.540
IN .599 V9.8^v^.US7 413.489 45.158 44,775 49.025 51.723
R' .472 .7n0 .795 .801 .775 762 .764 .766
vE ,	 .b63 -57 .715- ^b^SD4 -- 4 4n.444 440.9.8 409.794
V, 344.430 _376.132 393._834 _ 388.371 354.734  337.546 308.771 256.900
vzE 336.142 372.461 367097 362.058 350.561 336.091 299.146 253.851
vzP 343.566 375.272 393.1211 387.855 354.471 337.442 308.732 256.872
vv,,, DIET- #-V# -
_ 
w4 33:b8^-"-"V-. 'S9- Y. 2 2. 0
V'"	 _ 2.639 4.594 5.467 5,430 4,798 4.490 4.117 3-43s
NR .498 .521 .5114 .490 •445 .423 .392 .363
N9 .305  .333 .340 _.3416 .314 .299 9272 .226
52.127 49.159 48.262 4.1	 87 44.3143 44.013 48.261 50.957
.171 ---- .097 .078  1084 .089_ ^_ __^ 18 --Al24 •2	 .




022 •025 .028 .039 .043 0080
D .579 .544 .1100 _.504 .507 .514 .559	 .648
.743 .845 - .856- . i .834 .771 •770 •643
I r 8. 079 6.609 8.1677 8.986 8.218 9.505 14.945 17.743
4.579 2.e94 X27 4.366
_
2.668 3.025 7.475 10.113
h • 9.172 9.190 8.895 8.781 8.505 6.472 8.694 8.796
^-PERCENT DESIGN S► [ED.-n6ar• 100 --`-^OEGNNI^Y CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA, ., 1^a 	 121N5
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. MIllr#  -	 J.f7,1711 A/
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW. W %r',A -	 •LMO CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA, Wyfh • 	 IAJ97WA_
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9-RATT A WMITN[ AIRCRAFT
TABLE 1-5
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
STATOR
SPAN 95 90 6o 70 50 30 10 05
D» 22.3ou 22.690 23.670!NO 24.480 26.350 28.190 30.000 30.540
52.68C 50.238
,
v 4 4 1
Al 1.824 1.854 1.88A 1.903 1.521 1.524 .969 .277
'R 541.549 561.595 545.62 53.7 481. 4	 . 3 42 . •kT'4r
W, 335i. 561 365,370 70.0 7 376.275 336 595 308.226 283.137 237.517
'ta 327-60 358.681 353.389 353.328 30.775 308.361 256.497
334.686 364.484 378.667 375.651 336.109 30a,Ob9 283.089 237.511
Will 430.675 431. 705 415.406 404.520 49.	 0 3	 18 3^^^UT
'^•F 
_
10.682 11.818_ 12.509 12.496 8.9-36 8.199 4.186 1.149
RR .486 .505 .48 .481 .4 .4^^-3e^
N. .247 .324 .336 .333 .298 .272 .249 .209
1 50.656 48.385 47.694 v. %5.061 46. 4 4
.187 .102 .100 .121 .131 .187 .203 .319
-^-• •. .0469 .027 .02 - :336-
D




.779 6 .67 5 --s-1w
°.16L 6.989 9. 003 9.3x3 9.642 12.281 19.236 23.143
'• •.66^ 3.279
_
4.755 4.743 is.092 5.504 R.76-6---15-.5T3-
1C.Sd4 _10.344 9.9Fa 9.683 9.25I _9.234 6.899 8.307






CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. NAI4. 44--ks1R
CORRECTED
A,
041tCTED WE164T FLU! Wr .a 5.-.10 W-	 CORRECTED F	 W PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA -1616 •	 15.9495A
TABLE 1-6
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
50% -ASSIGN SPEED, POINT 6
STATOR
S/ Ar '+ 90 --	 HY 7,
S--^^^^JJ 3C. 1.
D. 22.30u 22.6e(% 23.07. 24.•.0„ 26.354 2c. 19, 30.4Jn 30.54J
•, Si.%79 w q-.Tfk- -.-9.Ya-T.-- v') -1 .5	 41.873- 4
_ 1.553 1.661 1.7ni 1.717. 1.747 1.622 -3.445 .31. 37,1
.R 556.,473 570.700 ,=6.E_` - ". 551.141
_
491.23 1 ' 50.910 436.SJ2 462.015
W, _37.y^41 366.	 7 I 377.4x9 327.7Ct^ _;1.242 268.8b. 284.336
.z; 346.178 6.5 7 :' t. rr -i ^St+.3u3 t.29,C2(+ c^9.9e7 235.065 189.063






,j335 377.Ciu :27.467 251. ice 266.316 242.7544948 4!'-.575 y457.4'. cam` 4^4 •b JC ',	 ._'35 )64.604 1•	 ,_ 367-53 1
'1 .70 9.16: 1c.j9i 11. 5 72 11.3C2 9.988 7.1152 -16.159 148.043
NS •560 .Si3 =?a .494
_
.439 .4ij6 •361+ .355
w .299 . U-1 --'39 334 .29:1 .247 -236 .250
4	 b •.	 ..?T.__ .c:• . 4 c 4	 .. ^.	 a ..i o
Jy • 186 + t Up _-_ . a M, .141 .17R .251 .175 . 146
C... t. 2n	 .049 .tie* •'c9' .C%, .Gi .1182 .096 .105
D •587 •547 •513 .5-1v .560 .636 .690 .475
. .724 "i P, I 1 v c
6.95 6.474 9•.'.03_ iU.n0! i0.678 16.94) 23.317 27.967
3.459 l.7" 5.113 5.`+81 5.324 10.4662 15.847 20.337
70.253 1t.J9i 40 3 1 9.696 9.477 9.332 4.485 39.408
PERCtNT 1^DESIGN SPEED.-56&- 44.4466
_
NA#DE51GN CORRECTED FLOW PER	 FRONTAL
	
11.06231UNIT
C.1RRtCTto ROTOR SPEED. M/%,f. 4431410
AREA..--L"`..
AI





BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
70% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
STATOR
SPAN _ 90 6u 7,I Sn ^30 -
0.. 22.390 22.68' 23.670 24.4dn 26.35n 28.190 30.000 30.540
He 45.757 43.808 42.523 41.319 36.884 37.279 36.473 37.967
I 's .273 .315 -.261.1 -1.125 -1.31P -1.133 -.614 -1.1964
v 'T4T.7T3--6 3 . a. 20 2	 2 1+S 6+0.41 . 616.63-0
v 540.+14 Sn7t.492 608.492 5x6.519 _575.751	 - 558.954 529.755 440.673
vi• 551.239 594.414 • S6J.n96 573.51++ 564.611 570.151 531.05C 486.129
vZ, 539.265 596.9?5 6G7.171) 595.351 575.054 558.639 _539.681 440.559
v h 6 .216 71.335 532. 5^ 504, a? 455.626 +16.RE3 392.578, 379.35[
V,.* %.58t, 3. 230 -2.849 -11.716 -13 242 -11.049 -5-67b -9.21x.
r, .72C .754 .T17 .694 .656 .623 .593 .551
N9 .479 .523 .542 .531 +,12 407 .470 .388
45.464 43.494 42.792 42.444 44.202 39.412 37.087 39.165
.106 .981) .C35  .032  .t 3A _	 . 0 45 .091 .214
- C..l;, "	 .048 ..12•+ .Ott .0011 .1.12 .015 .032 .076
D 498 .464 412 .4i6 .411-_ .34j  487 .509
-- 
.M 4 .85Y	 .4132 .934 -°14;9 .431 .776 .6412
- 1.237 .SSP 1.943 1.819 1.944 2.OJ9 2.393 3.987
-2.263 -3.152 -2.307 -2.861 -o.6U6 -4.471 -5.077 -3.643
8.573 8.9115 7.832 6.855 6.4.12 6.577 7.316 6.832
la-ma'
	 • 64.9034PERCENT OESIGN SPEEO,






CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW. • VQG- MATO W416 ^ 27,0„9CORRECTED ROW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA.
A+
TABLE 2 -2
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
70% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
STATOR
SPAN 95 90 d0 70 50 30 10 05
D%•- 22 . 300 22.680 23.670 24.480 26.350 28.190 30.000 30.540
ne 48. 50 46.446 45. 1 6 43.970 41.726 40.19s 39.462 40.077/ l9 983 1.018 - 453 -1 338 -1.^4 604 -.298 -1-727v ! 7	 536^7if^ 7S^' 14 7 2. 14 12.9 4.12. 652.560 624.005
yr 500.815 549.523 573.521 562.334 538.066 526.998 499.674 41_.25
vt• 514.670 56.5. a 72 553.37 16 547.926 531.740 522.443 503.T94 477.470
v 1, 499 31 547.976 572.264 56	 177 537,352 526.764 499.622 417.030
v,>, 588.3]8 4.301 556.897 529.2 9 v74.525 441.528 4 14. 742 401.745
vlI• 1B.595 9.760 -4.536 -13.134 -14.313
-5.558 -2,603 -13,085
r• .708 .746 .712 .689 .641 .613 .583 .556
N9 -4un .485 .538 498 476 65 4441 .365
Jt 47.7!:6 45.430 45.589 45.308 43.251 40.799 39.760 41.874
.190 .096 .048 .050 .040 .058 .105 225C.7itT
.049 .025 .013 .015 .013 .019 .036 .080
° 548 .515 .464 .469 .462 443 .457
'tr .7 4 .8 .	 1 . . 2 .8 6 *1631
- 4.230 !:j9 4.556 4:470 4:766 64:925 3882_ 3
:133
9.04 9.508 7.647 6.642 6.206 7.106 7.632 6.233
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED--B"' 100 
- 
740207NAN DE S16N
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. M/%06'
-	 8210240
CORRECTED WEIGH'	 _w-XA -	 97.320
CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. -"`r^	 IR-3690
A`I
CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA. R~`Ib 25xS0A_
PAGE NO- 75
PRATT A WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 2-3
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
70,' DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
STATOR
••SPAN 95	 90 do 70	 50 3U 10 05
0.. 22 3Uu	 22.680 23.670 241 4400	 26 350 28.190 30.000 30548__
N, 50.708	 48.023 46.625 45.402	 43.368 42.010 42.883 440011
/s, 1,632	 1.975 .966 -.079	 -1.248 -.362 -.299 -1.929_
v^ 758.715
	
797.595 768.361 748.238	 688.655 658.840 630.838 5979434
v, 472_535
	 519.789 545.925 537.562	 502,425 492,295 466.635 388-142_
vz0 4179.4343
	 53!.397 526.855 524000	 500.313 489.435 462.234 429.678
vz1 _ 470.95%	 518.117 5449697 536,635	 501,847 492,111 466.592 387.90&
viq 587.192
	
592.939 55!.499 S32.782	 472.685 440.932 429.286 4150092
rfft 15,103	 17.917 9.203 -746	 -10.939 -3.108 2.435 -13 :067
.684	 023.b7i .	 .617 SZ9





44.615 42.3 1 43.182 45.940
_19e	 .10e .070 .077.065 .076 .119 .232
.051
	
.029 .019 .022	 .021 .025 8041 4082
0 _-569
	 .535 .483 .480	 .492 .472 .498 .604
+. .722
	
.842 .8112 .667	 .880 .641 . 6S .631
A._SAA	 4_77-1 6,045 5_90	 6.428 6.740 8.803 10.031
2.6bb
	
1.063 1.795 1.282	 •678 .260 1.333	 _ 2.401
• t6_s5l 9.0IF, 7.901
	 6.4P2 7.348 7.631 6.101
,,,,^^((^
i0.46s
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED. -' 100 • 0&740
NA#^^/
'^
D^E9GU CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. -O	 17.7410
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. 	 - &141.7" A4
`
•VV
CORRECTED WEIGNT FLOC WVQ- 0=-014 CORRECTED FLOW PER Unit ANNULUS AREA. W%.f/D	 117114Aw
TABLE 2-4
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
70% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
STATOR
'• SPAN Q. S' Ai- 7, 5': 3L' 11. CS
o... 22, i.0 22,448^ 23.679 24.•160 26_350 28.190 30.Ons 30,540
r'R 51.357 48.766 47.921 46,985 45.058 44.Sb4 48.3b5 5•1.06Q
Ns 1.311 1.	 V, 1.560 926 --017 115 AS -.07A
vs 747.274 781.19a_ 75[.787 739,8941 674.849 639.934 hG4.512 569.b7Q
417 459.403 501.2tls 526.127 519.992 475 011. 4r9.A44 410.732 355.836
vz, 465.809 513.863 5.7.31.2 5a4.262 476.213 455.673 461.621 365.784
vz7 456.177 500. , 3b 525.071 519,207 474_691 449.733 41Q .71:, 355.81.8
VAN 583.659 587.656 560.813 540.991 477.383 449.049 451.810 436.994
V"_ 141.561 11.917 12.485 8.399 -.140 1,049 --1.207	 -.4b5
8% .673 .706 .681 .665 .603 .569 .53% .51.2
01 .44'2 .44G .41.E .457 2417 .394 .365 .369
S0.C4G 47.423 46.461 46.059 45,075 44.425 48.2:11 50.147
041 -IIIS - 1 08 4 .274
Z-1 C" ti, .050 .a.0 .025 .031 .034 .047 .u55 .097
O SPft Soy SG1 -S0. _SLQ _525 _SAS _648
7,
.727 .835 .847 .821 .812 .737 .721 .bd3
6,837 5,536 7.241 7,485 8.118 9,294 _	 14.283 _ lb.089_
'• 3.337 1.826 2.951 2.865 2.568 2.814 6.815 8.451' 10.017 9.052 9.460 01,906
 7,713 7.846 8.095 7.952
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED.' IM . "AM
NA#Oall. 1 CONNECTED PLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. - ^o .	 1"136
CONNlCTED ROTOR SPEED. mAf- A mew At







BLADE ELEMENT. PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
70% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
STATOR
•. SPAN 95 90 8o 7C so 3• 10 os
DM. 22.300 22.68[ 23.670 24.1461 26 351+ 2d.190 30.Ono 30.540
AE 0.	 i 14. 5 .	 Ib v	 .1 4 . 5
gr
1 4 99 1.650 1.790 1.804 1-222 1.222 -1.011 -3.343Ve
753.%21 785.474 764.177 7x1.310 681.732 637.934 603.53) S65.782
vt 449.069. 495.223 Sta.03 512.957 455.413 %12.149 384.823 ,328.60_
VIE 452.1400 500.85 497.250 497.303 463.425 420.55 357.658 314.052
vie _ 447.991 %94.004 517.069 512.147 455.0_82 411.988 3814.7^j 328.4144
10,E 601.950 60%.149% 579.832 -	 2.840 4x9.877 479.63 x86.137 470.617
rft 11.751 14.262 16.183 16 Iv9 -9.710 b.791 -G.787 -19.165
NE .677 .706 .687 .674 .607 .565 .53.7 .495 
.392 .434 A#5 4 449 39N .35's
51.531 48.667 47.566 40.71. 45.937 47.532 54.668 59.628
_.245 .119 •!09 .I 1 B .224 .317
'c•.Tt^ .	 .053 .031 .0'0 .0 8 .C50 .00 .078 .112
D 6GS 564 : 5,2 528 559 594 .646 -726
%r .723 .831 .625 .791 .747 .674 •655 .SS2
- b.511 7.06? 8.776 9.016 10.219 1).485 19 578 22.304
S.C11 3.357 4.526 4.396 4.669 7,00 12.108 14.674
S. 10.199 1C.1%0 9.690 9.784 8.952 8.932 6.919 4.687
PERCENT DESIGN %PttD. -l6&• IM - 766210
WIVoDE9GN CORRECTED FLOW
^`^
PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. WV" -	 M9210
CORRECTED ROTOR SEED. %w. 6218150 A,
CORRECTED WEIGHT PLOW, WVdVk 83440 CORRECTED FLOW FEE UNIT ANNULUS AREA, -Ah . 221913
•_
TABLE 2-6
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
70% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
STATOR
"--SPAN 05 7d 7d 711 SO 30 10 95
a. 2?.300 c2.2,tJ 23.fl7.7 24.1493 26.350 28.!90 30.000 M-SVI
I'E 52,462(1 %9.;73 49.164 48.551 46.724 49.678 55.575 59.314
2.1 47 2.25% 2.23.1 2.256 1.%67 1.497 -b.191 -A.47i
rE 747.5:9 777.634 759 .245 749.572 677.742 624.442 599.025 556.230
V9 458.7(3 501.384 521.111 518.082 453.663 392.156 371.516 317.144
-+ZE 455.25") 5ji.bo, 495.8!9 %95.816 464 .503 404.466 338.644 283.661
142, 497,5.23 50j.152 5?d.063 517.19) 453.328 391.973 369.341 313.681
Va/ 592.426 59".751 574.608 561.884 493.439 475.736 494.117 478.345
•ew 17.185 19.717 !91. W 20.392_ 11.616 10.244 -40.068 -146.7211
rR .672 .701 .682 .672 .604 .552 .525 .486
N9 _4911 .4%G . 457 .454 .3146 .141 _320 .273
50.273 47.619 46.94* 46.300 45.257 48.131 61.767 67.785
-• -2i4 _12% .129 -149 .202 .26b .240 -397
- c••N^ .1;53 .033 .136 .044 .064 .088 .100 .139
o .592 .547 .511 .514 .555 .615 .640 .764
7, 71% .916 .786 .755 .672 .593 .567 .444
- 7_94G 6.623 8.63.% 9056 9.794 14 SA 21.455 25.334
4,406 2.913 +.354 4 .k36 4.2




1'3. 64.7 1C.74% 10.539 10.236 9.197 9.2Q7 1.7)9 -.441
PERCENT DERGN fIE[a,^
 IM K9RS1 	 =N/^OEAGN
	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AS". -•^ • '7>uM
CORRECTED ROTOR SEED. WV,	 UM.170	 A#
CORRECTED WEIGw FLOW. eva.




PRATT L WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 3-1
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
90% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
STATOR
- SPAN 9b	 90 80 70 50 30 10 05
ow, 22.30
	
22.680 23.670 24.480 26.350 28.190 30,000 30_540_
NE 4+.557	 42.802 41.623 40.376 37.772 36.307 35.650 36.556
, .212	 .195 -.600 -1.126 -2.130 -.715 .450 -1.914
vR IU27.202	 1071.504 1032.362 1010.715 962.719 924.224 880.494 835.527
V, 1151.483	 713.014 747.403 745.221 727,49S 713.110 673.136 564.417
v Z411 730.283	 784.456 770.339 768.846 760.391 744.569 715.454 671.152
va 649.502	 ?10.990 745.625 743.635 726.211 712.739 673.039 564.067
volis 7.20.744	 728.051 685.723 654.739 589.683 547.248 513.160 497.642
vao 2.414	 2.411 4-7.812 -14.645 -27.033 -8.897 S.287 -18.854
as .948	 .496 .953 .930 .880 .840
__
.795 .749
ly .571	 .b?9 .662 .660 .644 .630 .592 .491
41.345	 42.607












w C•• /f, 2. .055	 .029 1014 .012 .010 .016 .036 .076
0	 _ _s43	 .SID .458 .455 .446 .425 0436 .543
7r
.728	 .854 .920 •933 .943 .908 .799 .667
^- -047	
-.4411 832 1,037 1.570 2,576
^. -3.463
	
-4.158 -3.207 -3.j44 -4.718 -5.443 -5.900 -5.05460 8_912	 5.685 7.500 6.854 5.60Q 6.995 8.380 6.116
PERCENT DESIGN SPEEe. -o6of
- 
me
HAvleEacu ElfeN oDRRECrco FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. -'.




CORRECTED WEIGHT PLOW. -.4Q _	 IMAM$ CORRECTEO FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA. -4A. 3L MO
TABLE 3-2
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
90% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
STATOR
$PAN 95 9@ gr. 7r 5Z 36 10 07
0••- 30r .6yt 23.F7r 24.480 26.350 28.190 30.000 30.540
08 47.282 45•C73 !13.936 42.921 160 .8413 39.1
•14 v PAR -	 ^ -1.	 17 - .81^ .2S3 072
•E 913.99^ 1013.761 10^^•:ld 971.515 9 1.0 1 .651 857.Izz 1.97T
•9 59`1	 9 .6 65 hkn.•?5 682.435 663.773 653.764 628.149 328.3Sr
1'1, 672.751• 35•	 ur. 1 29.4aS
vxv _ _ _593 650 652-35f, 687.43'• 681.057 662.926 653.401 628.073 S28.318
•qS 130.269 ?38.492 C• T4.212 '.-
Wh .v •1557 -7.910 -12.942 -9.238 2.777 .66-
as .QC9 •963 .914 4
IIf
_S in .572 .665 .%119 .582 .572 .548 .457
46.146 43.8019	 43.058 43.585 419926 39.469 37.943 39.172
9 048 .041 .063 .121 .215
C•.P flaw
.05c, .034 .016 .014 .013 .02 .04
0 a 497 .490 .473 .461 .573
'10 .746 9843 .917 29 .9341- 1.823 356 3 42 3.861► 3.889 4.117 5.243
+. -.730 -1.887 -.894 -1. - - - -2 •
9.836 9.754 6.078 7.316 6.613 6.900 8.113 8. 102
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED.-H"' 1r • w1Mf
N^AgGNDT'll CORRECTED PLO  PER UNIT PROHTAL AREA. •.rvo - 238770
CORRECTED ROTOR SEED, K". 	 mule	 At





- - - - r
PWA-3404
TABLE 3-3
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
90% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
STATOR
SPA"	 93	 90	 eu	 TO	 50	 30	 lu	 OS
D+.,	 22.300	 22.¢40
	
j3.670	 24.4410	 26.350	 28.190	 30.000	 30.540
pE	 49.285
	
%6.934	 45.717	 44.729	 43-u31	 41.624	 41.992	 43.257
	
20404	 36002	 1.240	 4b	 -.745	 .fbi	 .890	 - .425
rE 	 965-663 1014.68[ 978.284 953.0[1 893.b29 668.043 929.125 7b3.653
r	 v,	 560.146 62:..992 N%&.2b3 649.218 623.450 61b.997 592. 586 497.872
Wz,	 628.635 691.423 681.885 676.129 652.763 646-709 616.219 570.717
rz,
	
%5d.,107 61H.4Y4 [,54.4137 648.019 622.766 6141,(188592. %5-1 497.832
Vft	 732.109 741.293 700.348 670.69S 609.604 57b.592 554.705 537.01b
	
]	 Wg,	 23.543	 11,522
	
14.1%	 -51b	 -8.108	 6.437	 9.201	 -3.698
	.07 	 .929	 .090	 .864	 .bo3	 .776	 .736	 .691
all	 .48S	 .54u	 .573	 .56b	 .543	 .53d	 .512	 .427
	%o.677	 41.931
	
44.477	 44.684	 43.776	 4u-843	 41.102	 43.683
	
.212	 .lib 	 •.073
	
.076	 .ubo	 .093	 .122	 .218_
Z. C..11, 2-	 .ubs	 .031	 .U20	 .022	 .019	 .031	 .U42	 .077
D	 -bob	 .569	 .519 	 .520	 .SOu	 .514	 .609
'1,	 .744	 .8513
	
.896	 .:19.'	 .904	 .84u	 .793	 .683
	





.887	 .6C`+	 .541	 -.126	 .442	 1.647
	
11.109
	 11.492	 9.340	 8.026 _ 6.985	 M.491	 FI 820	 7.605
	
11	 PERCENT OESIGN SPEED.-"ZIE. +on . rv.vnZ
	
l	 N/-.4FDE,+6N	 CORRECTED FLO W PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. WVOTA - IL11 TA
	
i ---^	 CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED - M/^.^ -	 '-NL IAp	tI
CO RRECTED-EIGHT FLOW -1.r/„.	 IIV.11M1	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA. W%jGln • 1+•8777
A_
TABLE 3-4
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
90% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
STATOR
' SPAN 95 90" _- - -	 80 _	 70	 -- 50 30 10 05
Di.- 22.300 22.680 25-670 24.480 2f2.350 28,190 30,000 30,540
#E 51.511 4Q.033 48.132 47.316 44.703 44.119 45.673 46.737
All 1.784 2.100 1,b90 _	 1.043 -.287 -.011 .101 .062
•E 953,747 1000.337 969.595 448.611 880.445 841.377
_
8nb.401 767.024
V, b4i-:'°^ 6d 1.1129_.- _1L1,515 631.b7h 59%.890 591.1911 _5 9.627 474.3n1
Wz, ^9[.[`N 651• .5?r • t,46.'%72 642.2112 625.381 603.n37 563.456 525.672
YZ9 h4^ 4.J3L 5.1`,	 +h,-^__ a S.-6_3	 ^ 16.2.466 ^7S.32i t_ 580.97_ 3G9._T7 474_2777
vos 7
 71,s.33o 7,'_.'.J45 t,147,32n t'19.331 5775.712 S76.n74 ''.56.5•,4
Vg, +h,:,70
-- 
71.6,Q 13. 71+4 11.4.14
-? .9.1t, -.1,•.  .9Ro .5177
4E ,10.e .1$11 -- -.6 77 -- .855 .78A .7441 .71+, .672
w ,467 . 546_ .51 6 .5u2 .480 .404




.134 .11u 1^' ._ '--	 -1I5 . _ .143 .167 .265
^ C+• /1, rzo . 0 •-,'4- ,JN. .032 .030 .11411 .047 .058 .094_
D „^.r _	 .^,8h
.541_-, .543 .546 .536 .554 _639
'1r .726 .l 13 ,te39 .H27
.810 .763 .726 .623
+. 6i911L __;L,783 7 .`•,52
 7,h1b^ 7.703 8.84'4 11.593 12.7!,7
_.491 2.073 3.303 3.iTi6 2.213 2.309 4.123 5.127
h ' 10.4a4 1,•f>'30 -	 ---	 y yt!i	 1 . ,^7^4yy 7.b49 A.0S1 F..042
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED. wAn4,. -' 141	 "M51	
.LSE
N/vr DE N6"	 .CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. ^ yGA . isami.CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. H/I.A_ - 	 1975.4411	 -	 -!	 -
COR R EC T ED -EIGHT FLO W WN.I'. ,	 IIC,.10--CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT,Riglq^y
PAGE NO. 79
PRATT L WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 3-5
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
90% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
ST AToR
. SPAN	 s^ 90 80 711 50 30 10 05
D• .?..-.- lk.#;Fu 21, 4%







v9.366 01.756 +6.266 45.929 49.729 51.736
, .896 -.121
-=&M- -_: AA47-
v%0.1706 '483.899 9S6.377 940.;I!a 973.977 P24.54+ 783.794 737.311
51S.a94 596.169 7,14.173 618.174 582.423 553.298 521.766 445.522
572.968 633.322 621.941 611.211 604.OG2 513.42d 506.644 456.606
._,  515=315 _51kj.431 _ 817.056 617.215 bbl.934 553.138 521.725 445.479
r.4 144.4+3 752.030 72S.804 706.975 A}1.3°E 592.417 598.029 578.910

















Ji. /C6 47.4a- 1 48.4 2 41. ?b3 46.961 4D.052 50.053 52.382
.2'? s .170 .146 .1b8 •1bb .I1135 .206 .297
.071 .0+5 .040 .046 .053 .Obi .072 .102
D .F...7 .eu2 .556 .559 .hb4 .Sb4 .601 .676_
•070 .743 .798 .776 .754 •707 .679 .596
- 7.6+3 6.599 8.786 9.256 _ 9.316 _	 10.659 15.649 17.756
v.yvg
_.day 4.b3 v.6 6 66 4.179 9.179 10.12b
___ IO.s61 10.919 d.996 1.453 7.025 7.587 7.606 7.383
PERCE. , DESIGN SPEED "Ic • Idi'-	
``^
NI^^DE NGN `	 CORRECTED FLOr PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. 	 n . 21.1238I
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED, N1%4-	 N. - All
CORRECTEC n EICTIT FLOW Wy4Ie .	 IIR'l11	 CORRECTED FLO W PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA. WN'^/i • M` 1
A«
TABLE 3-6
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
90% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
STATOR
•[ SPAN 51i ISC 7n 50 311 10 n5
DI.. ?.3')^ 22.u8 ; is.o?• 24,400 26.35c 28.19n 30.000 30.540
^E 52.19:
_
413.442 -0.662 4q.3311 47.685 48.471 53.084 55.569
t+. 7.595 3.141  2.243 1.721 -9058-.- -.039 _._!--3.437 -4.22L
vE 96h;419 10u5.382 979.414 964.640 890.331 830.315 789.262 740.919
v, 533.469 59b.n79 623.858 622.536 570.254 522.825 494.925 422.694
vZ6	 -' -- 59::;g 546.9115 6zo.o'zu .X30 4	 .064 418.928
vzip 531.752 593_989 _ 62ZjgG  621.4R3 569.906 522.709 493.113 421 -163%
vM 1-63.524 769.513 74b.553 731.746 658.357 621.588 631.027 611.113
vq, 211.151 32.665 24.411 18.699 -.S8 -.357 -29.620 ---31.1-59
No .87.: .912 .883 •792 .731 .686 .640
MIT 456 .514 53C .536 4019 ,446 ,418 .356
+^ +0. 'r.42^--O7^i7-47-.743 4 .510 .521 59.796
.250 .153 .151. .168 .193 .227 .240 .320
- C••11, Zd	 .u6b •040 .042 .049 •061 .074 .08 .11
D
.6 6-2 .597 .561 _.569 .593 .614 .665_ 737
-- .707 lb .793 .771 .7?9 .675 .657 .573
1- 7.671 6.692 9.082 9.83A 10.745 13.201 19,201 21.9
-49I .	 - -- 4 .171 2.98[ 4.832 5.218 5.195 6.721 11.534 13.95
r • 1'..295 10.343 9.701 7.67? 7.671 4.493 3.803
,^(^
11.631
PERCENT	 ' GoDESIGN SPEED' •
NA060ES1DN 59.9653
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. H/%	 . 7979.920
CORRECTED PLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. -w^O .	 20618=
AI






BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
STATOR
' SPAN	 '►b 90 80 70 50 30 to 05
0 ,. 22.300_ 22.680 23.670 _ 24.480 26.350 28.190 30.000 30.540
; r6
_
45.469 43.679 42.522 41.294 38.699 37.441 37.352 38.011
0 3.677 .1.663 _ __ -19422. °A _5-80_ -2.206 -°613 -2.649
v6 1U98.074 1148.761 1110.412 1090.4b3 1050.171 1016.455 980.939 939.414
v, 657.g7b ?2h•059 .	 9 _ _1¢3.223 766.071 _ 761,882 736.607 612,159
v26
768.312 8[9.033 816.948 898.114 818.959 806.809 779.741 740.142
v29 654.139 721.533___753, 5j5 _ 761 664 7649276 766.957 736.4b9
611,459
V'16 782.790 793.347 750.503 719.613 656.6o3 617.948 595.143 578.507
v 42.1&4 46,321 21,391 10,726- -38,276 -29.S53 -7.879 -28.296.„o
N6 1.ul4 1.071 1.027 1.005 .960 .923 •8a3 .840
.570 .63.4j .662 .670 .672 .673 •641 .526No
11
41.792 40.016 40.900 40.Vtl9 41°563 39.647 37.965 40°661
.280 .168 135 107 .075 .061 •120 .252
-C.. 1 1 9 2a •067 •044 •U37 °031 •024 •020 •042 •089
0 ._ti72 .537 .497 .408 .479 .452 .4b3 .577
"P .692 .799
_
.818 .848 .8a2 .889 .786 .641
.949 .429 1.942 1.794 1.759 2.171 3.272 4.031
-2.551 -3.281 -2.308 -2.826 -3°791 -4.309 -4.198 -3.599
12.577 12.153 9.722 8.785 4.866 6.504 7.317 5°381
PERCENT DESIGN SEED, N/DESIGN	 452j	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. WVSA	 16.0665
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. 041%, + 	 UbS.760	 AI
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW, W 1.14A -	 116.711)	 CORRECTED FLO W PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA. W^^b	 36.36"
AM
TABLE 4-2
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
STATOR
•, SPAN 95	 90 80 70 50 30 10 05
DI .. X2.300 22.680 23,670 24.460 26.350 28.190 3o 090 30.5800
#E 47.412	 45.532 44.457 43.137 40.770 39.919 39.939 40.735
R9 3.005	 3.714 .625 -.882 -1,,737 -.571 .873 -1.4807
v, 1087.268	 1137.396 1094,344 1073.239 1031.336 998.650 967.885 924.705
V9 596 781	 661 288 700 384 711 680 708 856 712.833 690.432 577064









.13-v Z^ 80 .8086
	 811.6j .61
73 3 7 -b1T,0.b23^b'al:'^-63
Vg, t	 7
1.01
-	 9 -	 4 -7	 5 5 4 - 4 5
N, .997	 1.053 . 05 .982 .936 .8 .864 .820
w .513	 .572 .608 .619 .616 .618 .595 .492__
44.407
	 41.819 43.831 44.020 42.506 40.490 39.066 429182
_247	 _161
-114 0880 070 060 9110 215
i7 C.• /3, 20 .064	 .043 .031 °025 .022 .020 .038 .076
D 98 .50
1p .729	 .823 .860 .890 •900 .901 .825 11
I. 2 7 6 4,649 9 6,7
-.608	 -1.42 -J73 -. 83 -1.720 -1.831 -1.611 -.875




0 j 1 6R . 99.9627
8°8033
G^
CORRECTED PLOW	 WVfA .	 2S-5772N/%# DE S16N PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. Al
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED, w/Vf .
 	
6666.470




PRATT 6 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 4-3
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
STATOR
s p 2.H 95 90 80 70	 SO 30 10 05
D.,. 22.300 22.680 23.00 24,480	 26.350 29,190 30 000 30.54p
Its 50.433 4b.175 46.618 45.407	 42.996 42.231 43.188 44.051
(t, 1.664 2.602 030 -.730	 -1,119 .461 1,Il14 .p01
v s 1061.653 1115.255 1075.518 1053.221	 1001.487 974.548 943.693 901.774
V, 567.901 633.087 675.940 681.052	 670.32 7 671.547 651.443 549.736
v Z , 674.591 741.999 734.611 738.303	 731.904 721.378 688.035 648.114
v Z, 565.604 630.564 674..101 679 11 620	 (269.444 671.211 651.2hp 549,696
618.406 6 31.073 764.250 750.007	 682.959 655.020 645.853 627.002
v,ro 18.469 28.745 .348 -8,771	 -13.097 5.407 11.530 _oncI
4, .965 1.02u
_
.981 .957	 .902 .871 .835 .793
^, .485 .544 .583 .588	 .57b ,577 .556 .465
^t
40.569 45.573 46.788 4b.145	 44.115 41.77U 42.173 44.050
.237 .149 .110 .102	 .092 .11o •162 9254
C-11, 2^ .062 .039 .030 .030	 .029 .038 .056 .090
D .b56 .619 .569 .562	 .550 1528 .543 .637
n, .742 .839 .866 369	 .871 .819 .750 .661
5.913 4.925 6.238 5.907	 6.056 6.961 9.108 10.071
2.413 1.215 1.988 1.287	 .506 .481 1.638 2.441




CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL w,17/} 29323AREA. --,
AI
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED, N/V4T.	 8837.390
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW. WN4A.
	 1)(100 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA	 Wt	 34.7527
TABLE 4-4
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
STATOR
' SPAN	 95	 90	 80	 70	 50	 30	 10	 05
D..	 _	 22.300
	
22.6613	 23.670	 24.480	 26.350	 -2-0- 19Q	 30.000	 30.5440
NE	 51.335
	
43,012	 48.115	 47.120	 44.624	 44.170	 46.165	 46.924
N,	 1,731	 2.531	 .481	 -•329	 -.923- _	 1.700	 .965	 -.251
v e	 1U46.496
	
llUU.245	 l0b5.411	 1045.768	 963.113	 953.098	 926.194	 8b7.383
v,	 561.',26
	
6[7.953__ 667.097 __¢bt+4. 65	 b49-2U1	 64U.,3Q4	 u26.443	 5211;.17o_
v ze	 b53.nI71	 7cu.113	 710.u92	 710.641	 609.231	 663.471	 641.450	 6U6.041)
v Z9	 55i.406	 625.6021	 bo5.57S_	 667.232	 648.456	 639._757	 626.406	 52b.536
'%v	 618.678	 83U.514	 743.180	 7b6.334	 690.5b6	 6b4.110	 b6R-101	 648.168
t6_o5r,	 27_735	 5.6112	 i,A42	 -10..._!►ba-	 10,99tl_	 10 -:j49 - -2,312
.950	 1.006	 •967	 .945	 .881	 .847	 .613	 .774
N 9
	.479
	 •53^	 _	 .574	 .574	 .558	 .547	 '.531	 ,44+1\
J1	 49.oI14	 46.481	 47.634	 47.449	 45.547	 42.470	 45.200	 47.175
.241	 .147	 .124	 .128 	 .119 _	 _.164	 .193_	 .294_
CJ62	 .039	 .034	 .038	 .038	 .052
	
•Ue7	 .104
D	 -	 hr,9	 .blb	 .574	 .574	 .5(,5	 .54)	 .570	 ,6(24_
735	 .837	 .645	 .83b	 .833	 .756	 .70'3	 .612
6.A I"	 4.762	 7.535	 7.620	 7.664	 n-9UJ	 12.09:5__	 12.'944_
3.315	 2.052	 3.285	 3.000	 2.134	 2.421	 4.ol5	 5.314
10,451	 11.021	 A.SbI	 7•b51	 6.807	 0.411	 8.095	 7.775
r
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED	 ^ ' D - W.9245
N ^VR DENGN	 CORRECTED FLO W PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. 47 - 24.1217
ACORRECTED R OTOR SPEED ml-, 40-	 F.65.524)	 1








BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
STATOR
SPAN 115 90 Bu 70 50 30 10 05
D.. 22.]00 cl.bau 25.670 24.480 26.350__ .0.190 30.Ou0 30.540
1 3e 52.17•, 4-.890 49.315 4d.498 45.783
_
45.641 48.7H8 46.512
14, __ 5.917 2.699 1.117 .838 -.043 2,626 - 367 -1.51
ve lu%d.u93 1066.477 1005.052 104,.914 977.6tb 934.3bi 912.942 890.273
v 9 155.51,5 624.755 bcl.08 662.626 _	 634.814 618, 74,1 603.950 514.091
v ze 641.316 7u4.9S6 093.14b 694.137 681.359 65b.59•, b01.496 569.765
vZ9 551.t,47 61,.575 t.59.438 6b1.5S2 634.185 617.844 003,076 513.882
v„e 827.679 836.593 807.638 785.561 700.708 671.620 6bb.dlb 6bb.894
v„9 113.514 24.422 14.039 9.694 -.478
 2b.351 -3.bb4 -13.592
N 9 .947 .999 .1163 .944 .873 .831 .796 .774\
:.g .471 534 .566 5b7 .543 .527___.5u9 .430





.259 .154 .145 .156 .153 .183 .213 .323
-C••Ii ,	2 ' .u67 .041 .040
_
.046 .049 .06U .074 .115
D .664 .
_621	 . 581_ •582 _ . 577 .564 .b01 .693
9P .717 .028 .619 .803 .789 .724 .b8b .584
7.L55 6.640 8.735 1,998 8.843 10.371 14.7u8 14.532
4 .155 2.93U 4.485 4.378 3.293 3.891 7.238 6.902
10.617
-11,189 9.317 5.818  7.667 l u.336 _
-- 7. 563 6. 515
100	 -	 99.9031PERCENT DESIGN SPEED
NIVA DE.IGW CORRECTED FLO • PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA	 W	 I/ .	 21.7474
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED, H/Vrf+	 e016 I.A 10 A3
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLU W. 0%16A, •
	




BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
STATOR
. SPAN 11$ 90 by 70 50 30 10 05
D .. 2.tOL c2.680 23.670 24.460 ?6.550 24.190 30.060 30.540
!{e 51.946 49.b45 49.485 4-3.863 46.551 47.451 51.038 50.692
i 19	 - ,94c 1.722 .914 .529 -.865 .264 -2.004 -1.975
v e lUb2.3U1 1107.065 1675.961 1060.974 976.781 926.949 907.850 885.2b7
v 9 563.623 636.705 671.42 5 671 bl2 624.922 591.120 _ 587.591 501.944
v ze 653.:358 712.632 698.708 697.2Ub 671.379 626.707 570.844 560.805
vz9 562.u97 634.940 670.042 670,519 624.329 590.911 _587.182 5019622
v,1e 036.486 841,.138 819.740 799.002 709.135 681.881 705.914 684.974
v,19 0.344 19.129 10.713 61205 -8.778 2.775 -20.551 -17.295
Ne .961 1.009 .474 .955 .870 .816 .788 .76b
N9 __-- •4711 .544 .575
_	
.574. __.5.43_____501 X 493 R41jL_
51.098 46.124 48.569 48.334 47.596 47.182 53.043 52.666
_ .260 _	 .151 _	 .149 .lb3 .170 _ _ 1 211 .234
.342_
C• " 9 2" .u67 .040 .041 .046 .054 .069 .081 .124
D .661
_.61tl .tob0 _	 .583 .592 _ .601 .631 .714
'I . .716 .831 .013 .792 .7b9 .69b .664 .555
-
7.4`6
_	 6.595 8.903 9.30_ 9.611 15.1_85_16.958 16.712
3.926 2.885 4.653 4.743 4.061 5.701 9.488 9.082
10.	 12 _ 9.014 8.509 _7.979 5.926 6.055
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED -H'6E. 1P0 -	 44.0117
H/V9 DE 51 G4 CORRECTED
 .	 21.30129
CORRECTFO ROTOR SPEED. Nl%,f",	 9837.3411
FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA.
A,CORRECTE , EIGHT FLOW W%,r#/h.	 122.5311 r r ^A 32.391`CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA -
PAGE NO. 83
PRATT L WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 5-1
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
110% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
STATOR
svAH 9S ^- 7 o 30
0,. 22.300 22.680_ 23.670 24,480 "x,350 28.190 30,000 30.5!40
1tE VF.69 46.413 43.Wl 411.933 42.550 41.125 4
! 1^ 1.920 _1.490 -.479 - 996 -1.015 -,381 -1.243 -3.029
9 E 1- 09f394 - 1143.797 1100.16 1094.	 1 10	 3.J 026.- 980.521 9 17.693
V 0 594,019 683.401 714.556 725 013 735.129 745,175 725.099 592.959
.its 71 4.215 786.877 771.M 4,	 4 .4 4 716.89e 650.775




W ,19 19.905 17.768 -5.978 -12 598 -13.019 -4.854 -15.725 -31.32!_
4E
-CB S 1. 1.
4y
.507 .588 . 6i6 ,625 .633 .641 .618 ,499




057 .051 .048 U46 .090
D
_ __,637 . 5 06 552 546 •519 .490 .503 .616_
nP
.625 .741 --- Pfd 44 4 2 4 .bJ
1 ., 4.085 3.175 5.236 5 433 5.610 5.855 8.937 10.867
•58 -. 1 .p30 ^5 .131
h • 10.620 9.980 7.621 6.%43 6.715 7.329 6.687 S.001
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED -56&- 100 •	 IO9.si09
4/VBDESIGN CrRRf CTED FLO W PER 25.1973ARIA. -VISA
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED, W&C.	 9112.000
UNIT FRONTAL
Al,
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLUW, WNAA.	 137,1110 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT AHNULUSARE. "4 /A	 36.3106
AWN
TABLE 5-2
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
110% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
STATOR
" SPAN 1'5 91 70 50 30 10 ^5
DppL. 12.3G0 22.66.; 23.67;
24.4811 26.35n 2A.tgl' 3u.onn 30.540
1'E ' ~b 683 V b ♦ 44 .n1$3 44.311 47.127 Y	 g
1+P :.SFti 2.OSJ 1.034 .338 -.30A 1.510 .374 -1.377--
9 E 11 in.bn4 11/5.573 11 34 .Shr t 1113. n2b 1059.40 n 1 n 36.102 1001.315 964.5A2
V, 511.930 6t,S.6.7 71;1.747 707,h4S 7f,1.141 681.593 668.146 ,b 3.910
9 16	
----n2 I) j6 774.454 764. 1 J I .1'.
-
b9l	 246 650.q!6 
y Z9 50`4.930 663.341 640 .069 7 1.o,29u 700.30 8 681.n44 b68.053 563.710
4, 1E -352.936 o37.44- Rulo.	 44 b.l 723.777 733.824 711.937
VIw	
_
15,36t, 23.813 12.647 4,170 -3.772 17.955 4.360 -13.550
NE 1.C15 1,078 1.032 l,hu9 .95n ,918 .073 .836
NO ,501 ,567 ,589 .hnb .599 .577 .559 .46A
49. 3no 46.633 46.537 45,IW2b 44.326 .2.802 4b.753 4F.936
266 .171 .150 .140 .137 ,210 .22b .324
C.,	 1 9 2,	 ,070 .045 .041 ,04L .042 .069 .070 .115
C .bb5 .623_ ,`,79 ,c73 •559 .)t4 .SRb .bA2
nP .715 .918 .623 .827 .817 .6911 .674 •588
6._452 5.433 6.9`11 6, 7b+ 7.078 9.041 IJ.047 13.57'1
+. _ 95 1.723 2.741 1.144 1.5.A
_
.5 ti.	 4
A. 10.266 10.540 9.134 16.319 7.422 9.2201 6.304 6,653
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED -- E- loo • 220.11364
NlVa DE SIGN
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEI!,. W1%F. 	 976L0111)
CORRECTED-EIGHT FLOW. WV6 . 	 117.260
CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA s- -
A1







BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
110% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
STATOR
-SPAN 95 90 so 70 5o 30 10 ob
22,30n 22,689 23.670 24.480 26.350 28.190 30.000 30,540
50.563 48.476 47.484 46.21 4 44.1 43
Rr .620 1,391 138 -.278 -1.065 031 -.250 -1.651
9 E 1144.1189 1198. 376 1159.'F54 .1^b510^g1W--T01^65^45T . 53a qwn.64V
V. 591,132 667.658 708.983 715. I• OY 795.065 683.064 672.29; _ 568,8-4
V zl 725.332 792.737 782.394 789.413 786.352 760.423 el 97V ^
vzv 589  665.615_ 7q7.379 714.056 704.714 682.768
672.209 568.601
Val 883.918 897.192 654.839 824.857 7SF622 TSS .-1V- T6T^6 X41. I8^-




1.102 1.057 1.033 .979...41 94V .863
N9 .500 ^^Ofl t^5 1 611___ . 6 01 .577 560 .470
49.7411
_
47.085 47.346 4b.496 ___4_4._78_&_ 44.112 Yg.C2^4^.7b1





.066 .042 03 5 ^^) .043 .06T 377 .TIZ
D .678
_.631 ^5^4 ,584 .574 .582_ 6o7 698
vP .739 838 .853 .648 .825 .7^-
_6.2A3 5.226 02994 6,718 6.784 8.873 13.690 14.130
c, 2.543 1.516 2.654 2.098 1.234 2.393 6-22
AI R 9_Eu0 9.681 8.238 7.702 6.665 7.741 _ _ 7.680 _6.379
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED AAE • 100	 -	 111110.77M
•I IVB OOE$IGH fi	 1h.115S




CORRECTED FLOWER UNIT FRONTAL AREA Al
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLO W . n %XA. 	 137.500 C ORRECTED "ch	 lA.5h91FLOW PER UNIT ANN UL US AREA,
TABLE 5-4
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
110°, DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
STATOR
SPAN 95 90 80
-76- 50 30 10 0




4 49,0 4	 , Y	 , 4443,88 49. ^4Y 49.615
Fr 1J3 1 751 926 590 -.448 -.890  990 - 8
3 E
1
,29913 1185.423 1150.00 1135,	 9 1070,065 1039.388 1016. 753 418_,T6_3



















VIh 20 ]06 I1 361 7 295 -5.279 -1^Y0^ -16 -8^29g_
me
.0	 8 I.0	 6 1,	 4 1.	 2 .95 ,91 7 881 ^. S
rr 494 565 ,^98 ,602_ 573 542 545 456
50
.111 47,345 47.59r 46.969 45.41 40.7 8 5C.684 50.47?
256 152 137 142 ,172 .229 ,244 ,345
C••	 v °	 .067 .040 .03 .	 42 .054 .075 ,PBS .122
D .679 .631 .589 588 .593 605 .623 .712
°P 3 0 . 3 .7 .6 6 .664 80
-
--
6.694 5.846 7.939 8 057 8.030
 15.614 15.635_
• 194 .1 ^- 2.4
10:;98
4B 8.144 8.005
9,803 10.241 9,026 8,570 7.282 6.820 6,940 7,173
• I00	
.	 109.9460PERCENT DESIGN SEED. t6
"/v^ DELGN CORRECTED FLOW PER UN'T FRONTAL AREA. 23.7794
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. Nw^.	 9731.460 AI
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW, WVCA.	 IlS - 110 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA, W .	 15.4175
PAGE NO. 8
PRATT 4 WHITNEY AIACAAFT
TABLE 5-5
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
110% DESIGN SPEED, POI.'T 5
i1
surnR
SPAN 95	 90 80 70	 59 30 10 05
D:. 22.300
	
22.580 23.670 24.480	 26.350 28.190 30.000 30.540
. ^^+ 4	 .52 4 .8 3 S1. 9 - -- 5	 .135
1;820	 2.514 2.312 1.903	 .081 -.574 -.529
v E 1	 1.	 22	 1059.776 1033.642 1009.23; 973.451
V 9 581.116	 659.787 692.467 696.0st	 651,085 638 1 403 642, 1 1H 531.628
v 7E 719.920
	
713.403 743.757 745.586	 728.689 706.494 625.617 597.508
v ZE 579.267	 657.513 690.516 694.527	 _ 6,50 7 618 142 642.303 531.600
V-4 9103890^^ 8	 0.417 850.089	 769.102 754.390 791.928 768.495
v,,, 18.459	 28.916 27.937 23.119	 .921 -6.400 -9,2911 -1.804
n E --	 T.M
	
i. asa 1.036 1.018	 .943 .909 .870 ,835
w .490	 .5bp .587 .539	 .550 .5_4 .530 1435
^9Z16- 46.7v-, 46.4-%W 57.447 52.520 52.329
.285	 .167 .147 ,156	 .191 .256 .252 .356
C.. ti,
	
2., 74	 4 .0111 .046
	 .061 .084 .038 .126
D .686	 635 .595 .596	 .614 622 ,639 .734
q1- -. rclF	 . rn- .7514 .660 658 . 5711
6,686
	
6.061 8 1664 9.213
	
9.509 11 603 17.611 _ 18,155
4.614 4,	 4.03 5.12 10.141 10.525
10.520
	
11.004 10.412 9.683	 7.811 7.136 71101 7.836
^'PERCENT OESIG. S► EE:	 w	 •	 ID.S464
n.AAr De g CORRECTED F LO- ^,(^/^PER UNIT FRONT.'_ AREA -L= .
	
15.3558 	-
CORRECTED K+TO: S F E[D. N/^ -	 WTS.,7R0 A,
CORRECTED 
-







BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
110% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
srATOR
SPA.. 5 9: 60 7L OJ 3C 1L 05
Dw 22.3G6 22.G8o 23.070 2­ 40L _6.35 2 0 .191 30.000 3u.540
P7 51. 754 +y.0 a 7.9.44, 48.72U --47.649 48.7eg 53.409 53.922j1E 1.378 2.1547 1.999 1.907 -1.155 -2.4e1
-2.1.39 -2.072__
vE •• ^. c 1•	 U7 10 0.455 966.191
v s ;A3.255 562.119 6 1+4.974 699.672 644.083 607.170 609.78% 516.725
vZE 7 16-33 0 175.23 3 759.920 761.893 724.2714 673.379 595.237 568.967
vz9
681.663 56:.904 698.296 697.27u 643.459 606.414 509.292 516.365
V49 ylu.czi YZL. 113 e89 -119 e.	 tl 794.912
.67.364 d04.109 760.894
V" 14.03' 23.677 24.410 23.252 -12.985 -26.267 -23.394 -1A 1-,79M 
R
1.;,5; 1.100 1.059 1.040 .954 .893 .NSA .624
w
.490 .560 .592 .589 .5^0 .5155 .5110 .471
5U•3HU 47.791 47.444 .t.813 46.804 51.217 55.661 55.994
.269 .170 •159 .184 .211 .254 .265  .356
C.0, 7,
- .^ 4 6 .1567 .1592 .126
0 •69+ .693 .002 607 631+ .6519 .678 .758
9. c- .ul g . 78^- 45 .67!
.655 .577
1- '• 2.9 5.588 X862 9.220 1C.7CA 13. 459 19.4n9 19.942
4. 3- 2.8713 4.612 4.6uU 5.156 6.979 11.939 12.31[
e. 1G.178 16.53" 10.r95 9.1-67 6.575 5.229 5.731 5.958
°E^CEMT DE SI CM SRI 10 ,
	• 100 - Imma?.	
^^ ^^,^^
"AA 0e Si G.	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. WVrA	 24.7"2
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. N/y'F. 	 9747.000	 AI
CORRECTED WEICAT FLOW V%XA 	 179110	 c





BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
120 c DESIGN SFEED, POINT 1
STATOR
9S 90 80 70 50 30 16 05
'. SI AN
D„ 22.300 22.680 23.670 4824.0 6.350 28.190 30,06c. 1,,_.^• .540
NE 4^. 'e5 11 -45.159 44.4 42.4 7 41.21 44.846 46>922
89 2SY 995 -5,675 -6 7?7 -5,206
-3,556 -1,676 -2.9c12
v E 121	 830 1275.661 1236.7T2 1218.032 1172.751 1180.513 1074.261 1002.110
V 9 661.134 777.136 797.081 791.700 8 3.567 820,382 '7 77 63= .991
v r 830.759 895.987 6 0. 52 862.396 864.146 887.806 761.637 684.43?
vz9 659.199 775.187 791.560 784.847 799,512 818.476 776.246
630.141
V191	 &qij :63^^bb^'l9^7 , 859. 81 .260 777.681 757.575 731.963
vti 14.066 -2.507 -78.824 -93.424 -72.907 -50.877 -22.711 -31.942
ra 1.123 1.189 1.138 1.112 1.060 1.059 .939 .866




Y 44. 46.22 49, 23
352 :2 9 .221 222 188 251 .160 .279
WC..	 9 e	 .091 .058 .060 .065 .059 .082 .056 .399
D .641 .576 .565 .577 .548 .534 .53G .640_
qr c [ 4 .642 46 .624
1- 2,445 2.024 4.579 5.354 5.557 5.944 10.766 12.942
- T:68b 2 }4 0 -.531 3.296 5.312
a • 9,954 8.305 2.425 1.203 2.524 4.154 6,254 5"_2&
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED.' '00 . 1199616
NIV4 DESIGN	 CORRECTED PLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. -r-^o	 m1IL`5
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. N&C.	 10640.77U	 AN
CORRECTED n EICHT PLO W. W%A.	 147.720	 CORRECTED PLOW PER UNIT AN NULUS AREA W^^^A 	 S9.2RT2A
TABLE 6-2
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
120m DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
STATOR
SPAN 95 yu au 70 50 30 10 05
D:.. 22.3u0 22.6bu 23.670 c4.48u 26.350 2$._190_ 39,000 30.54 q
R4 V0. 113 46.b04 5. e6L 44.744 42.321 41.719 44 .335 4b.1b5
N^ 1.721 -1.094
-5.091 -3.777 -3.585 •.9u7 -1.331 -2.615
v R l2t,4 .637 12	 2 120475 4 1191.552 1115.SS9 lOV6.3o6
v R 626.959 72b.883 7	 1 . 2 7 7 759.074 789..876 802.1Q4 777.955
	
640.543
v z9 b	 4b 5 40 878.210 800.218 889.2u0 797.929 724.6'42
vZ9 624.908 72o.830 746.712 756.083 787.559 601.325 777.651 639.823
Val yes. 74b14 !3bt3 Sou 316 871 523911.12 792 . 955 779.63E 754.781
V'" 18.832 -13.914 -66.667 -49.990 -49.389 -26.694
-18.077 -29.444
rr .^54 1.133 1.092 1.068 .978 +907
1/9 .527 .61(, .o39 .645 .672 .676 .b51
	 .529
4 3.,.. 46.521 45.905 43.626 45.656 48.800
•325 .222 .234 .222 .185 .201 .149 .23
- C•^ 4 .0 64 .065 .059 .666
_
.052 .084
D .678 .62d .610 .603 .570 .b5: .55i .653
^r 45 0 1 .732 .?05 .699
4. 25H _.554 5.260 5.244 5.380 6.449 1- 255 12.185
.758
-.15o 1.030 .624 -.170
-.C3: „785 4.555S . 10.4 1 7.396 3.009 4.2LI3 4.145 °.6,3 6.599 5.395
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED.' I01 + 119.9212
	
,W....,^^.N^1g DE $I cm	 CORRECTED PLO W
 -ER U61T ,RONTAL AREA.
	
/^^
-Z^ 	 29 `975CORRECTED ROTOC SPEED. A&A^ 	 10617.190	 A r






PRATT 6 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 6--3
BADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DC k STATOR
120% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
ST A:OR
5•AN 95 90 80 -7C =G 30 10 05
0 •. 22.300 U.661 _ ?5.670 24.480 26.350 28.19 30.000 30.S 4 0
y1 50.L59 48.674 :7.638 46.369 43.443 44.61 46.385 %6.969
,99 2.699 2.650 2. 683 2.4S__ 2.484 1. 88 .744 057
v ;. +3b3.7*3 ire 120 1 1153.3 4 1111.154
r^ 575.160 bo1..216 699.142 723.306 737.312 745.09 753.244 637.184
vZR --TU.4W -WST.,1^^. 971	 659. 4" 876 -481 549.3 1
v	
-
572.798 658.658 646.766 719.261 735.826 744.34 753.082 637.137
v 11 4U.41^ Tn	 9 431' 3.6	 S 902.851 830-691 838.31 5.u2 1	 .
vM 27.086 ;,^^'.t,SSb ._: 2 .729 3u.892 31.951 24.53 9.775 .638
1.135
-
1.::2 1.155 1.135 1.089 1.05 1.004 .46U„ E
.478 .554 587 .60b .620 .61 .o21 .520
Y	 .960 46.025 .^4v 9-55 43.915 40.959 42.73 45.b41 46.411
.. .275 .190 .189 .166 .157 .18 .loo .240
-G.(+^ 2^ .U71 .050 .052 .040 .050 .00 .058 .087
p .729 .b81 .640 .624 .598 .59 .596 .685
^P 46 -rr4
.• b.139 5.424 7.058 6.869 6.503 9.34 12.305 12.989
Z-.b3g-----T. 2-8b 4.8 35 .359
• 11.399 11.140 10.783 10.435 10.214 9.59 8.67- 8.087
FE ►CENT DESIGN SPEED.	 'o' . 119.9055
NAADEUGH	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UN,T FROM T AL + R EA -+-= - 27.'065
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. n/ V . 	 1061S.600	 A,
CORRECTED W EIGHT FLO W. WM/0.	 143.210	 n %i-.11	 3(6197CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA
TABLE 6-4
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, DCA STATOR


















P1 ^9.22b .557 47. 4	 , 4	 . r	 ,1 v	 .	 „ .	 2
.511 .473 -.503 -.666 -.401
_	
,JOB -1.810 -3.274
v1 1253.527 1303.225 :268.70 1250.829 1201.021 118	 .4	 _ 1135.167 10	 .	 2
vv 585.63' 668,213 697.997 717.005 726.297 718.9 4 2 712.462 606.833
v z1 616.945 877.807 851.253 839.249 853-.-68c - 619.07b 44.	 0 0
v z9 584.	 24 666.500 696.526 715,725 725.591 718.655 7 12.029 601.807
v1 949.317 961.719 '139.546 926.55U 842-327 54.1, b56.735 631.5 c-r-
v." 5,225 5,510 -6.130 -8.336 -5.080 1.360 -22.501 -34.661
^
•1 1.146 1.206 1.159 1.132 1.077 1.0 B S3
"• .r6d 561 .585 .60U .608 .594 .582 .491
4d.717 47.0	 S 48.2 2 r	 .v	 1 44.	 _b 4 1 .	 9
.267 .195 .197 .171 .167 ,213 .206 .20
- C••^'9 ^	 .069 .052 .054 ,uSU •053 •070 ,07
D .724 .678 .652 .643 .618 .627 .642 .725
°P .754 .619 .	 0 .8&4 • .767 ocoll
'• 4,708 4.307 7,199 8.295 7.595 10,923 14.921 16
'• 1.208 .59? 2.949 3.675 2.045 4.44 ^T °.1412
h ' 9.211 8,963 7.597 7,314 7.329 7.818 6.120 4.786_
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED. -m6f• 100 • 120.0991
"AA DESIGN
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. N/%F-	 I0RSLA10
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW. W1 .fA.	 142.970
CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA i= . 27."99
AI





BU,DE ELEMENT PLRFORMANCE, DCA STATOR
120% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
S7 ATOR
SPA. 95 90 80 7:. 50 30 10 OS
D,. 22,300 22.680 23.670 214,480 26.350 28.190 30.000 30,540jqR .4 9Z v^v3.TIT
Ap 1,025 1.323 .630 X399- -.998 -1.326 -2.299 -3.881
vR 1211,028 1265.735 1226.209 1203.802 1141.593 1119.784 107-1.780 1035,336
v 9 56b,783 659.123 697,381 709.080 692.387 676.988 _tt7Q.473 561.259
^ Z6 736.b53 807.583 790.044 785.648 796.397 751.38 4 675.048 b43.lo3




Vot 10	 135 15.220 7.671 4.939 -12.063 -15.672 -26.901 -37.986
rR	 lou9s- 1.157 1.1os 1.081 1. 0 6
.
21 -.882
N9 470 .561 .584 .593 579 558 .547 ,454
51,400 46.933 49.176 46."T, 46. 2^ 0 53.390 T5
.297 .199 .192 ;181 .201 ."5 .254 2345
-C../1. In .677 .053 .053 .053 .064 .08, .088 7:23
o _731 .676 .636 .629 .625 .642 .655 ,748
aP .716 .808 .797 .871 .759 .581 .671 ,394
- 7,904 7,006 9.2'±7 9,69,E 8.787 12.574 17.010 17,615
4.404 3.29b 4. 9.540 -
6 • 9.725 9.813 8.730 8.379 6.732 6.384 5.631 4,149
PERCENT DESIGN SEED. 46 • 100 • 119.9136	 (^j^
•	 N/%9Dc SIGN	 CONNECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. WVSA
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. N&^.	 IO637.310	 AI
CORRECTEOWEIGNT FLO W. WV4A-	 161.190	 CORRECTED FLOW PERUNIT ANNULUSAREA War/3 . 3%5479
PAGE NO. 89





PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA TABUTATION 	 1j
PAGE NO. 90
PRATT 6 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT	 PWA-3404
TABLE 1-1
PRESSURE COEi FICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
a
t	 tp	 S Factor	 fl	 ti 1'n,tu1
1 twrrd	 lu	 Span	 I0': Span	 90', Span	 :NI'.	 :pan
Suction	 Pressure
	
Suction	 p res+u rr	 1'ressu rr	 Il l rssut'r
Wr(a,r	 Su rta ,'r	 Ml rlacr	 Su rElcr	 Irlacr	 Su I'la cc
I.
P	 ti Fa: lur
I Acrd
	
90'	 .'.an 	 mn
Sumo,	 Surtom








-0.475 0. 453 1.517 0.590 0.399 0.672 1b.6 -0.101 1.173 0. bib
-U. 539 0.421 1. 3bl 0.622 0.361 0.711 21. b -0.409 :.481 13. b 0. 625
2.-, -0.475 0.421 1.51; 0.622 0.438 0.634 24.0 -0.274 1.346 I'1.1 0.831
30
-0.475 0.421 1.517 0.622 0.399 0.672 27.1 -0.315 1.3b4 1	 23.9 0. t37
1i 0.421 1.421 0.622 0.457 0.614 29.2 -u.255 1.327 1	 34.2
40 0 0.419 0.653 32.3 -0.274 1.346 4G. 5 0.656
t'
-u. 347 0,421 1.389 0.622 0.496 0.576 34.3 -0.217 1.288 58.5 0.86:,
50
-0.379 0.389 1.421 0.654 0.457 0.614 37.3 -0.217 1.286 73.1 0.b6b
Gn
-0.253 0.421 1.325 0.622 0.476 0.595 39.3 -0.17A 1.250
7n




78.6 0.053 1	 1.019
TABLE 1-2
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
t p	 5 Factor	 l p	 S F	 uartl
Chord I
 -	
In	 Span	 10	 Span 	!m	 ',an	 'r0	 Sim
 1'ra•ssurr	 Suction	 I I res.ulr	 Il r".%ura• 	I'rrs.ur,
Sur(a,r	 Si Have
	
Su rfare	 Nu rta„	 Surb ate• 	Irtncr










I -0. 5G0 0.131 1. 5945 11.907 IG 0.647 18.6 -0.359 1. 12:1 - u. 1329
- -0.560 0.407 1.598 0.631 0.659 21.- -u. 339 1. 402 1:1. I1. X36
-0.325 0.407 1.564 0.631 0.627 24.0 -0.217 1. 361, 19.1 0.'.14
:l l'
-0.491 0. 4n7 1. 529 0. 631 n. 3 -4 0. 6b9 27. 1 -0.339 1. 4 0 2 23.9 n, ti51




















57.5 0. h75 
-0,3.33 0.372 1.391 0. 666 0.437 0.626 37.3 -0. 213 1. 276 73, 1 11. s 7 h
1 ' 11 -0.2134 0.407 1.322 0.631 0.479 0.384 39.3 -0.171 1.234
-" -0.215 c.303 1.253 0.731 0.45b 0.605 49.3
34.0 -0.066 1.12`1
5h.9





PRATT S WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 1-3
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
I'	 S Factor	 P	 S F31 t".
l hard	 In	 14,3n	 11-	 Saar, _^S' nn 	 40 • 	.41afi
SuctionPnssul,.	 Suct...n	 1'ressury	 I I I	 r,	 I l i -ssurc
Surfa,c	 Su rfacc	 X41 rf3, .•	 ^I r(acc	 SuIlaco	 Su rIn cc
I'	 S Fact









1	 ' -u. 4(12 11.3615 1.442 0.471 0.324 u. 344 1`.	 1. -u. I92 1.2G1 7	
_ 1).83'1
36!1 0, 3015 1. 410 u. 47 t u. 447 u. 621 21. b -0.231 i. 301 13. 0. 0415
- (1.305 0.536 1.345 0. 504 0. '24 11.544 21. 1- -0. 212 1. 21 111.1 0. 860
01
_0 3 0- 0	 0 • 1. I 1 5_ n. 336 0.3u3 .3 _ 1.	 1 -1-. 173 1.2 a _:1_• 0. ,li:(
1 -0. 17J (1.5113 1.!I5 11.5:16 11. 563 11,5115 2!1.2 -11.115 1.1`4 :11.2
le ' -11.21115 0. 503 1. 2 y b 11. 531; 11. 524 0. 544 32.:1 -0. 11.1 1. 1', 4 46. J 0. 15154
143 11,'113 1. 193 , '31- 11, !b3 0. 4bti :I I.3 -11. ojli I. 126 '15.' 11, h!111
-u. 14: Ir. 503 1. IS3 0..136 1-. 344 0. 525 :17.3 -0. 036 1. 126 73. 1 0, ba:S
1.056 633 1-.363 11.305 3La -c.ulb !.o••-
-1 _II, 111;5 11.	 I71 I. 11.14 11.:1615 0. .14 4 11. 525 4!1. 3
5 4 , 11 11. (1913 11•'171
I). 195 1). 1574
7 L1i II, 1!1 5 0. \71
TABLE 1-4
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
( p	 S Factor	 ( P	 S Facto)
Chord	 III - Span	 10	 Sllan	 90	 Span	 ! 1 0'	 : an
Suctl,.n	 Pressurc	 Su,uon	 Pre-ule	 I l rvssurc	 Pressurc
Sur fat o	 Surface•	S11rf3co	 Surf3cc	 S,Irfacv	 vlrf:tcc
t P	 S Fatl-







1% -0.698 0.614 1.733 0.420 0.325 0.738 13.6 -0.207
1.271 7.7 0.840
2 -0.698 0.614 1.733 0.420 0.407 0.656 21.8 -0.225 1.292 13.9 0. 85 2
-0.516 0.341 1.551 0.493 0.325 0.738 24.0 -0.125 1.189 19.1 0.861
311
-0.406 0.541 1.441 0.493 0.387 0. r".6 27. 1 -0. 187 1. 251 23.9 0. 967
.e• -0.370 0.541 1.405 0.493 0.305 0 759 29.2 -0.125 1.1'49 34.2
1'1 0.261 0.505 1. _ 95 u. 529 o. 34 1 ; (.717 3^_. 3 -0. 12' 1. 189 46. 5 0. 985
4.
_11.261 0.50:5 1.293 0.529 0.264 0.800 34.3 -0.043 1.107 58.5 0.894
•'
0
-0. 151 0. 505 1. 196 0. 529 0.325 0.738 37.3 -0.043 1. 107 7:4.1 0. '491
'•" -0.1Qy 0.505 1.^_2L' 0.:129 0.305 0.730 39.3 -0.002 1.0(,6
0
-0.074 0.541 1.113 u.493 0.305 0.758 49.3
54.0 0. 120 0.943
58.9
618.2 0.202 0.86,1






PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
P	 S Fator	 ( p	 S Facooc
Chord	 I0. Span	 IO'	 Span	 9n'	 Span	 90'. Span
Suction	 Pressure	 Suction	 1'ressurc	 Pressure	 Pressurr,
Surface	 surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
(P	 S Factor







1 -0.730 0.576 1.762 0.455 0.544 0.516) 1b.6 -0.239 1.300 7.7 0.449
2 1 1 -0.615 0.461 1.647 0.570 0.43P 0.622 21.8 -0.282 1.342 13.S U. 858
2-. -0.499 0.461 1.531 0.5,0 0.301 0.559 24.0 -0.154 1.213
19.1 0.970
:11, 0.461 1.493 0.570 0.480 0.580 27.1 -1.218 1.279 23.9 0.673
aL-1
-0.346 0.346 1.377 0.685 0.544 0.516 29.2 -0.239 1.300 34.^-
to -0.346 0.346 1.377 0.685 0.501 0.559 32.3 -0.260 1.321 46.5 0.894
4,
-0.269 0.346 1.301 0.685 0.565 0.495 34.3 -0.070 1.131 56.5 1	 0.897
-0.269 0.307 1.301 0.724 0.501 0.559 37.3 -0.091 1.152 73.1
0.891
° -0.153 0.269 1.185 u. 762 0.544 0.516 39.3 -0.027 1.066
o
-0.115 0.269 1.147 U. 762 0.544 0.516 49.3






0. 141 0. 919
TABLE 1-6
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
C p	
S Factor	 ( P	 S Factor
Chord	 I0	 Snan	 10'	 Span	 40	 Span	 90'	 Span
Suction





Surface	 Surface	 SuI rare
(L	 S Factor








-0,776 0.486 - "t ' -
20 -0.666 0.376 1.698 0.655 0.438 0.625 21.8 -0.245 1.309 13.8 0.854
25 -0.554 0.376 1.586 0.655 0.498 0.565 24.0 -0.124 1.188 19.1 0.866
3 1 ' -0.517 0.376 1.549 0.655 0.478 0.585 27.1 -0.184 1.249 23.9 0.869
35 -0.405 0.264 1.437 0.767 G. 539 0.525 29.2 -0.204 1.269 34.2
40
-0.406 0.264 1.437 0.767 0.498 0.565 32.3 -0.224 1.289 46.5 0.890
45 -0.331 0.264 1.363 0.767 0. 51,19 0.505 34.3 -0.043 1.108 58.5 0.893
So










-0.219 0.190 1.251 0.841 0.539
0






PRATT 6 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 2-1
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
70%n DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
Huh Mid
C p	 S Fa:tor	 t P	 S Factos t' 1,	 S F'act"I c hanneI
c hard	 lo" Span	 10'; Span	 9n'; Span	 90'	 Span [ h,^rd	 !10'. Span	 90'_ Swan
--
Chord	 Ratio
sucurnPressuIt	 Suctlnn	 1'ressurc	 Pressure	 Pn , ssurc Su l'UOn	 suctom I,/1,,
Surface	 surface	 Surface	 Surface	 surface	 Surface I	 Surface	
•,.iIf:lr,•
1..
-0.575 U. 416 1.656 0.664 C. 334 0.801 18.6 -0.409
1.546 7.7 0. 661
- u
-0.611 0 .433 1. 652 0. 6rai 0. 300 0. 836 21. 5 -0.501 1. ('139 13.8 0. fib
-0.558 0. 110 1.638 0.664 0.392 0.7.14 24.0
-0.363 1.500 1s.1 0. 1i38
:111
-0.554 0. 416 1.638 0.664 0.357 0.778 27. 1 -0.409 i. 546 23.9
0. 696
33 -0.469 0.380 1.550 0. 700 0. 438 0.698 29.2 -1t. 340 1.477 34.2 U. 992
tU -0. 522 0.380 1.603 o. 700 0.390 0.756 33.3 -0.352 1.489 4 6. 1
0.744
1 -0.398 0.399 1.479 0.682 0.47'^- 0.664 34.3 -0.293 1.420 58.3
Q. 7.,2
' 4 0.390 1_ 51-1 0.700 ..0.403 0.733 37.3 -0.272 :.409 73. 1 0. 461
-0.345 0.398 1.426 0.682 0.493 0.65-1 39.3 -0.237 1.374








PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
7 0% DESIGNS PE ED, POINT 2
Huh Midt p	
S Factor	 t P	 S Factol t I'	 S Factor t Ival ncl




	 Pressure	 Pvv,s^ure	 Pressure
I





Surface	 Surface	 Surface Surface	 Surface
1
-0.479 0.730 1.559 0.350 0.768 0.363 19.6 -0.314 1.446 7.7 0.691
- -11.47, 0.713 1.559 0.367 0.823 0,306 21 -
- -0.394 0.764 1.475 0.316 0,711 0.420 24.0 - 0. 21- 1 -
0 -O.'s94 0.478 1.47:1 0.602 0.780 0,351 27. 1 -r
	 314 1.446 23.9 0 736
:1. r,.310 0.445 1.391 0.635 0,677 0,45-1 29.2 -0,223 1	 3,5 5 34.2
t0
-0-327 047s 1.408 0.602 0.737 32.3 -0.257 1.389 46.3 0.776
4',
-0.226 0.461 1. 3071 0.619 0.654 0.477 34.3 -0.257 1.389 58.5 0,788
' -0-2 4.1 - 1,324 72 0.408	 I 37.3 -0.166 1.298 73.1 0.794
11n
1.032 0,461 004 0,619 0,65 -0.097 1.229_








PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
70% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
c p	 S Factor	 t P	 S Facp il
c herd	 10 	 Span	 10', ,y Ian90	 5 an	 90': Span
Suction	 Pressure	 Suction	 I l mssure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surfarr	 Scn	 u•Surface	 G irface	 fa	 SUrlace	 4I,ra,I.
l p	 S Factor






1i -J.585 0.554 1.659 0.51 0,472 0.650 18.6 -0.301 1.424 7.7 0.712
2,i 51 0,516 0.554 0.413 0.709 21.8 -0,418 1.541 13	 8 0.734
-0.372 0.500 1.445 0,	 72 0,507 0,615 24.0 -0.219 1.342 19,1 0.74:,
30
-0.372 0.483 1.-145 0,590 0.460 0.662 27	 1 -0,289 1.412 23.9 0,759
3^' 1	 -0 0,500 1 338 n-572 0,534 0.568 29.2 -0. 172 1.295 34.2
4n
-0.265 0.465 1	 1.334 0.608 0.484 0.638 32	 "t -0.219 1.342 46.3 0.796
45
-0.229 J, 483 1,?03 0.590 0.566 0.556 34,3 -0.102 1.224 58.5 0.804
i0 -0.193 0 461	 216'j 0.608 0.507 0.:15 37.3 -0,125 1,248 73.1 0.910
r,0
_n,112 0.465	 1.196 0,608 0.554 0.568 39.3 -0.043 1.166
70 -0.069 0.9.1 f	 :a2 1 - )1









PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
7007. DESIGN SPEED. POINT 4
c p	 S Factor	 t P	 S Facto]
Chord	 Ili	 Slcan	 10	 Span	 90': Skan	 90': Span
Sucttnr.	 Pressure	 Sudum	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 St:r(aoe	 Surface
c 1 '	 S Factor







1	 . -0.804 0. iii 1.869 0.521 0.320 0.596 19.6 -G. 283 1, 404 0, 7 ^- I
-0.6G0 0.505 1.735 0.360 0.425 0.693 21.8 -0.343
	 1 1.463 13.- 0.713
• -0.534 0.486 1.00 0.379 0.520 0.598 24.0 -0.190 1.309
19.1 0.757
30
_0.4715 0.486 1.542 0.579 0.460 0.G37 27.1 -0.250 1.3159 23.9
0.76.;
t ' -0.380 0.465 1.446 o, 579 (j. 543 0.374 29.2 -11.135 I.^_73 34.2 0.632
10
-).322 0.428 1,:1038 o. 637 0.472 0.643 32.3 -0.179 1.297 it,5 0.604
-0.24:, 0,428 1,311 0.6:17 0,567 0.530 34 a -0 072 1.190 58.5 0.785
5ct -5.2,,7 0.409 1.273 u. 656 0.320 0.598 37.3 -0.072 I. 190 73.1 O.N18
r0
-0.130 0,409 1.193 n, 656 0.535 0.3G2 :19.:1 -0.013 1.1:11
7 n _,1,u`rl 0.370 ..1:,7 u, 695 0.543 0.574 49.:1
14. 0 0. 103 1"113
- 76.6 0.129 0.969
PAGE No. 95
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PRATT 6 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 2-5
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
70% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
t V	 S factor	 t P	 S t3enn
t hard	 In	 Sl_an	 In	 Span	 90',	 n	 90'. Spa
Suclt.m	 Prcasule	 Suction	 Presure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Su rfa re	 Su rtaee	 Gufarr	 Su	
s
rfa rr	 Surfa re	 Eu rfn e.•.
t ^'	 S	 Fact...






-0.699 U. 501 1•;62 0,.62 1 0.932 18.6 -0.263 1.383 0,722
-0.660 0,462 1.724 0.601 1	 1 1.244 0.87. 21.8 -0.333 1.453 13.4 0.744
2 -0,561 0.404 1.627 0.659 0,187 0.932 24.0 -0.171 1. 29 1 19.1 0.760
tit -0.524 0.346 1. i88 0.717 ,.23.1 0.886 27. 1 -0.217 1.337 23.9 0.769
a.
-0.466 0.326 1.;30 0,736 0.164 0.956 29.2 -0.020 1.141 X4.2 0.818
1 ' I -0,428 0,307 1.491 0.756 n, 110 0.909 32,3 -0, 148 1,268 46.. 0.501
4' -0.370 0.307 1.433 0.756 '1,140 0.979 34.3 -0.044 1.164 58.. 0.809
-0,311 u. 2 Q 4 1.375 0,775 0,175 0.944 37.3 -0,055 1.175 73.1 0.909
60 -0.253 0.268 1.'17 0.794 0,152 0.967 9.3 0.013 1.106




8.2 0.175 V. 944
 0.140 0.970
TABLE 2-6
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
70% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
_
t P	 5 Factor	 L P	 S Factul
Chord	 l0	 Span	 10', Span	 90'7 Span	 110', Span




Surf3e• e	 511143cc	 Surface	 Surface
t P	 S Factor







1 ' -0.776 0.459 1.837 0.601 0.163 0.953 18.6 -0.289 1.407 7.7 0.720
21) -0.-36 0.419 1.797 0.641 0.223 0.223 21.8 -0,359 1.477 13.8 0.742
2 ' 36 0,359 1.697 0.701 0.165 0.953 24.0 -0 . 196 1.314
19.1 0.758
30
-0.596 0.299 1.657 0.701 0.211 0.211 27.1 -0,2.12 1.361 23.9 0.766
3s -0.537 0.279 1.598 0.781 0.141 0.976 29.2 -0.044 1.162 34.2 0.815
40
-0.491 0.259 1.558 Q. HO 1 0.188 0.198 32.3 -0.172 1.291 46.5 0.799
45 -0.437 0.259 1.498 0.801 3.118 0.999 34.3 -0.067 1.146 58.5
0.807
^ 0 -0.377 0.240 1.436 0.820 0.153 0.153 37.3 -0.079 1.197 73.1
0.807
60
-0.317 0.220 1.378 0.840 ^,130 0.988 39.3 -0.009 1.127








PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR





15. 6 	 -0.598	 1.1431
I
-_0..16'. 11. 410 1.-. 12 0.739 0.2 89 0.9.16
I1,	 111 1 1.680 o. -:ill 11.202 1.1 14:1 1. ^ -11. r' -' 1; 1.!r!11 13. 0. 456
-11, 553 0.410 1.734 0, 739 0.360 O.?s s4 I.., 64^ 1.9 13 19.1 0.41-3
-0.319 0.3039 1. 6-10 0. 761 o. 197 1!. '945 1 -0. 731 1. W, 111 23.9 C. 4.
-0.444 0.399 I. 193 0. 750 11.439 0.13 05 29. 2 -0.62() 1.86, :14. 2 0. 4:3
-o.455 0.3 9 1. 603 0, 761 9 1.344 4 1 , 400 3-1.3 7
-1-
2. IJ2 4 16.5 0.6117
-0.3 59 0. 110 3!) 0, 497 11.158 34 3 1 . 934
-ii.;t7o 0.399 1. 310 50 11.4114 11, 137 :t-1 . 3 -196 1.-4-1 73.1 11. liliu
- 11 .22 11 0 . 121 1.370 ".72!' -1. 5P5 - 26 39.3 -0.341. 1 1. 644
-11, 060 0, 39 1. M ^ 10 o,	 o 1 I I 	 7 4t). 3







11, 1183 I.	 it, I
TABLE 3-2
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
g oiri nESIGN SPEED. POINT 2
C	 -	 Cp	 S Fat -tor	 p	 S Fa etm
Nird
	
In	 Span	 10 1 	 "Ita n	 !10	 span	 "gan
-Suctit-irt	 Prvssui•	 $u,'t llan	 Pressure	 Pre sur,-	 Pressury
surfave	 Surface
	
Surface	 .11 1310	 surface 	 Sur fa ce
Cp	 S vavt^
-LL!2 1	 1 10. . span	 '40	 spar,
Surf 1"11	 Suvit-n











1.603 0.631 0.373 0.850 21.8 0.118 1. i U15-1 L3. '5 0.54 4  
2
-0.3'39 0. 476. 1.: 2 8   0. 663 0.493 0.730 _4. 0 -9.383 1.60-1 19.1 0.
30
--().4.-,3 0. 47, 6
H
1.592 41 .663 0.493 ( 1.730 27. : -0. 479 1.-. ( )3 2:1. 9 0-196	 1
:15 2-0.28
8
4 6.^0. 5 1.421 0 673 0.541 0.693 29.2 -0.120 1.344 34.2 -0.509
- 
0.282 0.465 1.421 0.673 0.461 1	 0.762 32.3 -0.200 1.424 46.5 0.679
-0.218 0.4161 1.357 0.673 0.57:1 0.651 34.3 -6.056 1.280 58.1 11.693
-0. 19G 0.465 1.336 0.G73 0.509 0.714 3' .	 '_ -0.104 1.:12 5 73.1 0. 704
 
111 0.465 1. 250 0,673 0.581 0. G43 39.3 -0 , 016 1.241
-0.025 0.433 1. 165 1 1.706 1 0.557 0 6 67 49.3
A. 0 0.102 I. 121
58.9 1
68.2 0.198 1.025
75.6 1	 0.166	 1.01-1
PAGE NO. 97
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PRATT 6 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 1
TABLE ?-3
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
907o DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
HuL	 \ti.f
l P	 S F•attur	 l P	 S F'aclo, t P	 5 Factor Channel
I, hord	 10'	 Span	 1C'. Span	 40^ *Sr.	 '+0'	 an Chord s 	v0'	 Spa In	 9(01'	 Spa n I hard	 _ Ilauc -
Su ctllM	 Pressure
	





Sur!an•	 Surface	 Surb	 Surface Sur! -	 surface
-0.555 0,541 1.683 0.586 0.528 0.679 lb.6 -0.183 1.391 7.7 0.595
21) 0,530 1.661 0,597 0.424 0.783 21.8 -0.527 1.7,34 13.8 0.529
-0.336 0.506 .463 0.619 0.568 0.639 24.0 -0.093 1.303 14.1 1	 0.629
-0.314 0.607 1.441 0.520 0.485 0.719 27. 1 -0, 159 1.407 .3.9 0.668
3
-0.226 0.475 1.354 0.651 0.592	 0.615 29.2 -0.055_ 1.263 34.2
40
-0.193 0.486 1.321 0.641 0.512 0.695_ 32.3 -0,127 1.333 46.5 0.715
45
-0,1 4 9 0.4°4 1 , 277 i' 582 0 608 •? 599 34.3 -6 Oil 1.255 58 .5 72"
'0 1.235 0.651 0.552 0.655	 If 57.3 -0.0"s9 1.247 73.1 0.731
50
-0.051 C.4i:4 1. 178 0 662 0.609 0.599 39.3 0.072 1. U!;
.0
0,025 0,442 1,101 0.684 0.584 0.6 49.3
54. 0 0.1U 1.023
s E. 9
8%.2 0.248 0.959





PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
90% DESIGN SPEE: , t)OL'T 4
Nub }Ld
`-	 5 Faatnr	 ` t '	 S Factor t P	 S t zicwrI Channel
i hnrd	 l+•	 $stn	 1c'. Seen	 Ml"	 .:'an I	 -	 .:	 , i	 47 r^ so	 vr,	 X1ni h_re 
y
++ n_,ni ^	 Hatt,- _I 
^setl'm	 Preswre	 Suction	 Pr---,	 Prc• s.	 Prcx>crc G,ct+on	 $ac;iop i
Surfar.• 	Su rim. v	 4,rfa:s	 _.i•.c	 ^criarr	 4,i fa, c vrfaa^•	
Surfarc I	 I
1•	 ;;>:	 n egg	 1.697	 9.!,19
	
0.51.	 0.663 18.5	 -0.199	 1.398 0.61;
"''' -0.6I1 ^.477 1.731 0.64_' E.	 1 0.786 21	 F -0.501 _1.700 13.8 U. 64-1
- ;nn 0-46C '	 F 1v ;3 ''a3^._ 2i i• -	 1 i9 '	 1'	 It 1.. 6




-0.233 0.421 1. i:.3 0.697 0..46."+ 2 9.2 -0,071 1,_71 34.2
-0,23:, 0.32! 1.37a 0. 697 0,492  -0, li.i I.:fi3 id, i 1, i 14
-0.222 0.3^_9 1.342 0.719 0.51!1 0.-0.OU1 1.200
:19.5 0.727
-1.). ?55 0.4 It 1,373 O.i09 .i3°_ 0.687 37.3 -0.640 1.33 73,1 0.730
-i1 -0,111 0.399 1.231 0,719 00:179 0.620 39.3 0.063
• .033 1.133 0.74.^ 0.56(1 0.v








PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR





t P	 S Factor	 t p	 5 Factor t P	 S Facu,r Channel
Chord	 to	 Span	 la	 Span	 90'	 Spa n 	 90'	 Sp2r 1 h„rd	 90': Stan	 vnSpan l had	 ! alle
Suction	 Pressure	 Su etl on 	 Pressure	 Pressure	 P:essur. •
I
Surto m	 Suction
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface Surfaw	 surface
1,
-0.659 0,494 1.965 0.613 0.492 0.7G0 16,6 _0,279 1,478 7.7 0,608
-0.695 0.459 1,603 0.649 0.404 0.767 21.8 -0,492 1.683 13,8 0.610
-0.624 0.433 1,732 0,672 C. 500 0.692 24.0 -0,175 1,367 19.1 0.632
30 -0,506 0,400 i.614 0,707 0,460 0.'.31 1.494 2.7.9 0,66"
3' -0.439 0.376 1.567 0.731 0.531 0.660 11 1	 311 34.2
40
-0.377 0,376 1.465 0.731 0.476 32 .3 206 1.399 45.3 0.710
4:,
-0.341 0.341 1.449 9.766 0.539 0.652 34,3 -0.055 1.248 36.5 0,-, 317
' l/ 271 0.353 1.379 0.755 ,7.50° 0.684 37.3 -0.079 I.272 73.1 0.717
60
-0.223 0.341 1.332 0,766 0.5331 0.660 1 1,192
' 6 -0,141 0.306 1.249 0.602 0.539 0.652 1	 49,3
54. C n, 095 1. 097
59.9 468.2 0.150 i.04I
SS 0.134 1. C57
TABLE 3-6
PEESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
90r: DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
Hu i 	 Milt
-	 CP	 S Factor	 t R	 S Faarr -	 ! P	 S Fact, , , t',annel
Chord	 I0': SPar.	 10': Span	 1 90'- Scan 1I90'. Scan -Chord	 90" S,an	 i;:)	 n Chord	 It"!In
Suri:en	 Pressure
	
Surilon	 Pressure	 Pressure! Pressure Suction	 Suctwn
I
I	 P/P
I Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Sucfacc	 ,	 Surf±rc tttttt	 Surfue S.rf3cr	 S,Irface
1 0.460 1.391 0.348 0.491 0,713 18.6 -0.244 1.44- 0.599
-^ -0.".i9 0,425 1,92? 0,68: 0.408 0.796 21.9 -0.446 1,653_ 13.8 0,501
0.402 1.157 O.TOS_ J.499	 f 0.7 0.i " Iii, I





,°2.'3 0-763 0.5t3_ 0,6"•5 23.2 -0.092
1.297	 i l 34.2
40 0.464 0,344 1,511 G 783 0.476 0.726 32.3 -0.175 1.3_8, y 46.5 1
	 0. 699
•5 ^-C.^tiip G,302 1-4?5 S.T98 0.537 0,66". -
').69	 1
34.3 ^ W1 1.236 56.5 0.707
511 t	
_ 320 1	 1.40E 0.767 0.SM 37.3 -0.054 1.259 73,1 0,.07
6:, 0.251 0. ^'_, 1.35C 7,ifF8 0,329 0,675 39.3 0.0_1 !	 183





68.2 0.165 1,0:19 
0.151, 1. 054
PACE NO. 4n
PRATT 6 W°11TNEV AIRCRAFT
TABLE 4-1
PRF SURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
100% DESIGN SPEED. POINT 1
C V	 S Fu	 i'tur	 N,Fa,tl
10	 n	 90'.	 nl4,rd	 lu Span	 10'. Slrn	 SW	 ^
Suctt"n	 Pressure	 Sudlun 	 Pn•abuu• 	I lressurc	 Preseurc
Sur fat	 Surface	 Su rim cc	 `ulfa„	 vltfac,	 Surface
1'	 S	 Fat [; , I












330 2.(155 n, tiy0 n. 013 1. 271 I	 113. 11 - ll, 556 1. W i . ; .	 113
_ - 1 1. 9a4, 0,330 L.lil 0.960 0,013 1.270 .1.11 ".1134 t. 918 13.E
0.399
-0, 9.10 n. 33 .1 2. li lt 0, 1151 0.326 0. v5-1 24. U -u. 60;, 1. 11b9
14, I 0. T+9
-0. 801 11.33 0 1. TN	 1 0. e160 U. 29 f 0. 986 il. - 0. 669 1. 953
23.9 0. 399
-o. 5A 0.339 1.:1:, 1 0.1151 u. 383 0.400 -0. 577 1.1361 34. 2 0. ba;
in
-0.117 0.339 1.607 0.951 0.333 0.950_
V3.
-
0. 662 1.9411 46 5 0.521
t -u. 360 0. 347 1. 556 0. b4Y 0. 426 0, 8511 d1 . 548 i. ^3"_' 0^. 1
n,:,:U
'n I,, 35; 0. 364 1. 1i*: 0. 132:• 0.3-3 0.900 -0. 4A,, `. 3. 1 0, 59"
' .a _0, 2;5 0.3:3 1. 431 a. 917 u. 16d 0.1313 3•+. 3 - 0. 44:1
0 .3:3 1.264 11. 131: 0.44: 0. tl36 1:1.:1
rl
- -









PRESSURE COEFFECIENT DATA, DC? STATOR
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
C 	 S Fader	 C P	 S Factor
Chord	 10	 Span	 10'- Span	 9r	 Span	 an
Suction	 Pressure	 Scd1013	 Pressure	 Pressurr	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
CP	 S Facd,r
l hurd	 WY	 Span	 90'" Spa n
Suctnt	 Suctmr.







-1.045 0.489 2.226 0.692 0.440 0.534 18.6 -0.136 1.630 0.431
20
-0.640 0.497 1.821 0,683 0.359 0.904 21.8 0.676 1.950 13.Q 0.473
23 -0.313 0.489 1.485 11.692 0.5J3 0.770 24.0 -0.521 1,795 19.1 0.509
30 1 7 C.425 27.1 -0.613 1.897 23.9 0,533
30 -0.200 1.381 0.700 0. 5,37 0.706 29.2 -0,358 1.632 34.2 0.780
4n -0,165n48 1.347 0.700 0,461 0.512 3'2,3 -0.492 .767 46.5 0.634
45 -0.148 1.330 0.730 0.802 0.671 34.3 -0.16: 1.456 58.5 0.653
,n -0.105 0.4@9 1.267 0.692 0.517 0.756 37,3 -0,238 1.512 73.1 0.666
nn 1	 -0.053 0,497 1.235 0.593 0.609 40.664 39.3 -0.028 1.300













PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
100% DESIGN SPEED, POItiT 3
( p	 S Faclor	 t p	 S Factui
L hord	 10'. Span	 l0': Span	 90' SpaE	 90'. Span





Surfaro	 Surfa,c	 Surface	 Su, fa" .
P	 S Fact	 i
l hord
	





e h1 	^ Halve
-
1 -0.825 0.513 1.994 U. 654 0.530 0.724 18.6 -0.516 1.773 - 0. 501
2n
-0.535 0.531 1.704 0.637 u. 579 0.675 21.8 -0.658 1.913 13.8 U. 544
- -u. 441 0.488 1.610 0.680 0.572 0.682 24.0 -0.231 1.466 19.1 0.574
e
' (' 0.505 1.516 J. 663 0.488 0.766 27.1 -0.532 1.787 23.9 0.594
1i -0.245 0.471 1.414 0.697 0.614 0.640 29.2 -0.063 1.319 34.2 0.755
40
-0 185 0.471 1.354 0.697 0.523 0.731 32.3 -0.392 1.647 46.5 0.669
t5 1 0.462 1.311 0.705 0.628 0.626 34.3 0.054 1.200 .58.5 0.689
3o
-: 074 0.411 1.243 U. G97 0.572 0.682 37.3 -0.077 1.333 73.1 0.697
6n
-0.649 0. 4..4 1.217, 0.714 0.635 0.619 39.3 0. 110 1. 144
70 0.053 0.;45 1.115 0.722 0.614 0.640 49.3
54.0 0.201 1.053
- - 58. 9
68.2 0.257 0.997
78.6 1	 0.250 1.004
i +)
TABLE 4-4
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR




t p	 S F3can





Pressurc	 "u.u,.n	 Presourc	 Pressure	 Prvsaure
Sa rfa„
	
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 :'urfnev	 S1rfa­
1 t'	 Fu•p,r
l hoed	 40	 nn	 ' 0	 nn
Su°tin^	 Suction





-0.336 0.51414 1.697 0.641, o.515 0.731 18.6
-0.40.4 1, fi32 1.7 0.518
-0.528 0,497 1,588 0.66^_ 0.418 0.828
21,6 -0.673 1,922 13	 6 0,360
-0 466 0, 51114 1 62b 0,6.54 0,.,49 0 696 24.0 -
ll	 19, 1.444 19	 1 11.736
-0.400 0.446 1.360 0.713 0.473	 1 0.77: 27.1
-0.516 1.762 23.9 '1,604 
0.412 1.517 0.746 0.391 o.6..4 29.2 -0.060
1.32, 34. U, 739
1 " -0.280 0.41. 1.440 o, 74el 0.308 0.73h 32.:1 -11.1137
1. 60 16.3 0,673
1:.
-0.20 0.177 1.423 0.782 0.605 0.641 :14.3 0-016
o -0.1.,8 0.3b6 1.34r, 11.773 u.549 n	 96 :17	 3 -0 073 t	 :11 1 1 73	 1 11	 301
-0.132 0.352 1.31: 0.607 0.39b U. 647 39.3
0.012 L 474
-, _0. 0.,b 0.3611 1.21'1 0.'99 0.391 0. 654 49.:t
34. 1 ` 0.16! 1, 084
39,9
6+. 2 0, 221 1.021
7 e, 6 0. 198 1.049
PAGE NO. 101
Pn ATT A WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 4-5
PRESSURE COEFFICIE*- T DATA, DCA STATOR
100`70 DESIGN JPEED, POINT 5
t P	 S Factor	
t p	 S Fact;,l
Chord	 10" Span	 In	 Span	 90 ; Span	 90'	 San
Suction	 Pressure	 Suklion	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure










I - - -0.555 0.497 1.714 0.661 0.510 "	 714 18.6 -0,319 1,561 7.7 0.539
- -0.555 0.447 1.714 0.',I' 0,401
I
n,.!.13 21,8 -0.707 1.952 13.8 0.573
-0.446 0.405 1.606 G.74 0,538 n,7ne,, 24.0 -0.169 1.414 19.1 0.594
-0.388 0.389 1.547 0.770 6.469 0.774 27.1 -0,564 1,609 23.9 0.611
3 ' 0.811 0,578 Q.666 29 2 -0.074 1.1le 34.2 0.723
4,1 0.347 1.455 0,911 `0.497 0,747 32.3 -0.401 1.646 45.5 0.669
4;
-0,304 0.305 1.163 0.853 l U.592
0.544
0.578
O,f.i.2 34.3 0.003 1.214 58.5 0.886 
-0.212 0.322 1.371 0 M6 n.-'no 37.3 -0.101 1,346 73.1 0.698
1; n
-0.212 0.272 1.371 0.697 n,614:6 39.3 0.054 1.130
-0.095 0,288 1.254 0.870	 h.576 0.66r 49.3
54.0 0.143 1.101
58.9
1 66.2 0.211 1.033
78.6 o.163 1.081
TABLE 4-6
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
100 DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
1 P	 S Factor	 r P	 S Factrmr
Chord	 10r7 Spar.	 In. Span	 9^- war.	 90" Span
Sudan	 Pressure	 SULt lnn	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface
	
Surface	 SurN, v	 Fv r'ace	 5urf2cr
C	 S Factor







1 '' -0.524 0.523 1.679 0.632 u. 539 0.713 18.6 -0.325 1.578 0.537
211 -0.482 0.06 1.637 0.749 •1.426 0.825 21.8 -0.662 1.935 13.6 0.572
25
-0.440 0.422 1.596 0.732 r1. 552 0.700 24.0 -0.127 1.380 49.1 0.571
30
-0.406 0.347 1.562 0. X06 0.499 0.753 27. 1 -0.524 1.776 23.9 0.616
3.,
-0.356 0.347 1.512 0.80e 0.591 0.660 29.2 -0.035 1.286 34.2 0.712
4n -0.331 0.288 1.487 0.866 0.525 0.726 32.3 -0.356 1.611 46.5 0.672
I	 i5 -0.331 0.288 1.487 0.866 0.605 0.647 34.3 u.030 1.222 5ts.5 0.686
' 0 -0.247 0.263 1.403 0.892_.565 0.887 37.3 -0.'1 55 1.207 73.1 0.666
60
-0.230 0.246 1.386 0. ''C 0.591 0.660 39.3 C.083 1.169




78. C 0. 149 1. 103





PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
110% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
•
t V	 Factor	 V	 < ::ntlu
t boll 
	
111	 .'Sun	 in 	 -y'»n	 'w	 to	 •.111	 S11311
413,11	 iressure	 Su, ,tI,on	 Prch.uI	 Prv%^urc	 I I I ,,,ur.












4h4 . -10 1-.0- l - 4'. 174 1. 441 1,5. 1; L wi- -	 - 11.359 
4'.119 2. 119 1.1-54 -u. 133 1.4(-0 21. 4 -ll. ^" i 2. U' 1 13. ^ 0.:1-4.,
- -1.31 3 U. 	 27 ^. 551 1. 11 45 0. 2101 1. 416 -1 1.	 1, -11.,51! 2.11-13 I.1.1 1). 349
-1.434 1,.1111 2.6013 1.106-1 0. _4'1 1.064 2 :.1 - 1,1913 1.167 2:1.11
-1. 2", l 14' l..c,3 1. 116-1 11. -141 1. Ir23 211. -1 -1.674 1. -1.  1 3 t. 1
1 " -1.4143 11. In_ .Sl: I.071 1,. 24'1 1.4'64 32.3 -1. Gsh 1.93-1 111.5 1, 463
• -11 7'y 11^ 1.:11:'_ 11. 1133 it. 203 1.11113 :14,:{ - u, 10117 1.11:11 -^. .) 4'.	 1'•1
_o, ;4'l 11.:!111 L ^77 11.61 2 11.'1'^ 1.-.37 :17.:1 -1..,71 1. 133^ :a. 1 It. il^
1L1^. r 11. 4^4 1.:112 11, 1,^:1 2^3 Ir	 • r^	 ." .:!1.:{ -11. .^^ i 1. h:r-1
i:1 11.4 ^1 1.64b 1..6ha 4'.2:6 1.:. .y i9.3
317 1.:^3





: ^. G -1.215 I. 31!1
TABLE 5-2
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
110% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
C P	 S Factor	 t P	 5 Factor




;uctlnn	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 surface
I
L' V	 S Fac11u







1 ' -0.628 0.503 1.815 0,683 0.410 0,874 16.6 -0,593 1.869 0.376
°-' -0.515 0.466 1.703 0.721 0.353 0.931 21.8 -0.678 1.963 13.8 0.421
05
1 1 0,461 0.82-1 ^_4.0 -0.314 1.799 19.1 0.473
311 0, 391 1,620 0,796 0,391 0.8 3 _:	 1 -0 609 1.894 23.9
:15
-0.453 0.338 1,643 0.848 f.318 0.766 29.2 -0.4?3 1.710 34.2
40
-0,365 0.331 1.553 0.856 0,423 0.861 12.3 -0.514 1.799 46.5 0.615
45
-0.388 0.293 1,575 0.893 0.549 0.734 34.3 -0,324 1.609 58.5 0.632
511
-0.298 0.308 1,485 0.878 0.473 0.810 37.3 -0.317 1.602 73.1 3.641
' 11 -0.290 0.264 1.478 0.923 0.362 0.722 39.3 -0.23.5 1..5'2•




79.8 0, 131 1	 1. 152
PA3E NO. 103
PRATT R WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 5-3
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
110M DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
- Huh	 >,,,CP	 S Factor	 t P	 5 Facto, t P	 S Fact o r Channcl
i hord	 IC Stan	 _	 V ; 3oan	 401, Span	 90': Sipan t hoed	 90'	 Span	 90 - Span ('hard	 Ratio
Suction	 Preasu.'e




:a-face	 Surface	 Surface Surfair	 Surface







0.43320 -0.459 0.486	 boU	 1 0.720 0.403 0. 897
2 ; -0.488 0. 42^	 T 1. F88 0.770 0. 515 0.785 24. 0 -0.46 7, 1.768 14.	 1 0. 476
30 -0.387 0. 40 ,1	 1.le8 J.792 0.434 0.866 27.1 -6.523 1.824 23.-4
35
-0.423 0.372 1 F24
1	 1.5:3
0.827 0.565 0.735 29.2 -0.361 1.662 34.-
40
-0.323 0.365 0.835 0.465 0.835 3; 3 -0.448 1.750 46.5 0.605
45
-0.366 0.322 1.566 0.878 0.590 0.710 34.3 -0.255 1.557 58.5 0.640
-0.258 0.336 1.459 0.863 0.515 0.785 37.3 -0.274 1.575 73.1 0.645
60
-0.258 0.293 1.459 0.906 0.602 0.698 39.3 -0.162 1	 1.463
'10 -0.143 0.286 1.344 0.914 0.578 0.723 49.3







PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
110% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
C P 	 S Factor	 t P	 S Factor
l'hora	 IO': Span	 ID'' Span	 90'.	 n	 90';	 an
Suction	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
`P	 S Factor







15 -0.590 0.532 1.785 0.662 0.472 0.820 18.6 -0.546 1.841
7.7 0.394
- -0.505 0.433 1.701 0.761 0.390 0, 912 21.9 -0.665 1, 957 13.8
0.450 
-0.505 0.412 1.701 0.783 0,5te 0.783 24.0 -0.480
1.773 19.1 0.487
3" -0.442 1	 0.348 1.637 0,846 0,423 0.869 -.1 -0.566
1.859 23,9
:15 -0	 449 0 3211 1	 ti{; 0 874 0 .i.i8 0,734 29.2 -0,363 1,656 34.3
1
' I -0,385 0.292 1.581 0.903 0.447 0,844 33.3 -0.505
1.198 46.3 0.613
4:5
-0,392 0.256 1.58a 0.938 0.582 0.709 34.3 -0.259 1. 45 2 .5 8,5 0. 64 1
-0,327 0.2:16 1..424 0,938 0.490 0.801 :17.3 -0.304 1,601 73.1 0.643
Ido
-6.322 0.214 1.517 0.98() 0,582 0.709 39.3 -0.1{9 1.141
-" -0 2' 3 0 200 1	 418 a 994 0 :55' tl 7	 0 9	 .1 -_
54.0 0, J66 1.226 I	 _
5e, 9
R8. '2 0.140 1.152
78.6 0.127 1. M4






PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
1107o DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
V P	 S Factor	 1 P	 S Factor
Chord	 IW; Span	 10'	 Span!10'.Span	 90 `. Span
Suction	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 So dace	 I	 -fa, 	 SurL-ire	 Surfac
1 P	 S Factor







0..594 0..133 i.785 0.653 0.436 0.964 IR.6 -0..}34 1.,35 - 0.390
20 -0.5• 1 0.412 '.	 72H 0.774 0.366 0.934 21.8 -0. 645 1.1.46 13.8 0. 449
7- -0.52. 0.390 1.714 0.796 0.494 0.806 '_'4.0 0.458 I,7+!1 19.1 0.4-•1
.1 n -0.484 0.312 1.671 0.874 0.412 0.887 7, I -0.539 1.-35 23.9
:V, -0.477 0.291 1.664 0.895 0.529 0.770 29.2 -0.347 1.644 34.2
1n
-0.434 0.241 I.C21 0.945 0.430 0.870 32.3 -0.493 1.794 46..5 0.600
-0.447 0.21" 1.614 0.973 0..-153 0.747 34.3 -0.230 1..531 5ti	 :^ n, 603
-0.394 0.20., 1..571 ".981 0.47. 0.923 37.3 -0.294 1.595 73.1
0.625
'' ' t -0.363 0.163 1.550 1.023 0.547 0.753 39.3 - ". 130 1.431
" -0.278 0.141 1.465 1.045 0.329 0.770 49.3
54, o (1..062 1.23s
.38. 9




PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA; DCA STATOR
110%
 
DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
C P	 S Factor	 ( p	 S Factor












r	 P	 S Factor






t ' -0.621 0.532 1.4113 0.649 0.445 0.861 16.6 -C. 517 1.434 7.7 0.390
2" -0.563 0.409 1.745 0.772 0.375 0.531 -0.1;27 1.934 13.8 0.448
- -0.548 0.387 1.730 0.794 0.503 0.803
t27.
 -0.441 1.748 19.1 0.483
30 -0.505 0.307 1.687 0.874 0.422 0.884  -0.517 1. 824 'M 9
:V1
-0.498 0.285 1. 680 U. 896 0.538 0.768 29.2 -0.331 1.638 34.2
40 1,636 0,946 0.439 0.867 32.3 -0.476 1.793 46.5 0.599
-0.447 0.206 1.629 0.975 0.561 0.745 34.3 -0.215 1.522 58.5 0.602
50
-0.403 0.158 1.585 0.983 0.485 0.821 37.3 -0.279 1.586 73.1 0.624
' o -0.381 0.155 1.563 1.026 0.555 0.751 39.3 -0.117 1.424
70
-0.294 C.133 1.476 1.048 0.538 0.768 49.3
54.0 0.074 1.232
I 58.9 
68.2 1	 0.132 1.174
^_ 7a. s 0.114 1.192
PAGE NO. 105
PRATT 6 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 6-1
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
120% DESIGN SPEED, POINT I
11116	 \lol
1	 p	 S t'actln	 t 1'	 S Facto,
t, 	 S Factor t-lwnnt I
t herd	 111	 Swtn	 10	 Span	 _	 'Ul'	 Span	 90'	 Span t hard	 90	 Simi,	 '!0 - SI>:'n 1	 ' : , rd	 Itatln
Su ct 1,'n	 ressure•	 Sultnm	 I I I esnu l l- 	 I'rescurt•	PressuIIP
I Suctmn	 SucU11n
1 Sol Iflce	 Surlact .	Surfaco	 Su-fa-	 Surface	 Surface SuI(ao,	 Surfam
!	 ' - L Ob!I 1!, 204 2!t3 0. ;199 -0. U4 7 1. 404 1.. 13 - 0. ;196 1. 1133 ; . 7
t!. 32 4
-1. 167 0. 154 2. 391 1_ 1144 -n. 0134 1. 421 '21. n -0. 614 1'470 l3, n
0.3117
- -_ -1. '02 11. 159 2. 4011 1.014 24.11 - u. 57' ! 1.'13 , I•.!.	 I '. 
:iW
_ 1. , 1; 1 n. 136 2. 466 1. uu 7 -u• 111 2 1.3'01 --. 1 -r 475 1. • 32
23.9 n. 298
. -1, 1152 0. 1{3 -.256 1.1!311 u. 334 1.022 '2`!.2 -11.567 1.'121 :14.2
-1.172 11. 113 :17 ti 1. wool 0.176 1.171, 32.3 -0.631 1.9`1
0.392 0 • '0;4 3 1. 3 -0..127 1.".1 .111.111,098 _.I Ml 1.105
1! 1:1 (!.ti71i 2.022 1.	 12 - 0.9:6 1. 113' ! :17.:1 -0-121 1. n- 4
1-..TI:;
.3„1






:PL a - 11 .	 173 1. -:12 -^
" - 1,.72• 41.1,118 1.-132 1!t.a
A. -0. lu6 1. 711-1
- 







PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
120% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
_
C P	 S Factor	 t P	 S ractau
Chord	 10^ Span_	 10- Span	 901 Span	 90' Span
Suction	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressul.•
Surface
	 Surface	 Su dare	 Surface	 Surface	 Sur In, r
I
t ^'	 S Factw,
chord	 '10	 Span	 911'	 Span





15 -1.008 0,349 2.233 0.873 0.121 1.239 18,6 0.511 1,873 0.331
'11
-1.113 0.335 2.339 0.889	 1 0.075 1.286 21, 8 -0.575 1, 937 13. 9 0. 314
-1.078 0.31 2.303 0,903 0.435 0.926 24.0 -0.465 1. 826 19. 1 0.346
1" -1.008 0,300 2.233 0.924 0.429 0,932 2,.1 -0,198 1,5:19 23.9 0,347
.1




-0.693 0.286 1.918 0.938 0.371 0.990 32.3 -0.453 1. 815 46..5 9.448
15 -0.574 0.251 1.799 0.973 0.417 0.943 3'.3 -0.343 1.704 58.5 0.464
:11!
-0.441 0.286 1.666 0.938 0.353 1.007 37.3 -0.354 1.716 75.1 0.476
I'1I
-0.406 0.265 1.631 0.959 0.412 0.949 39.3 -0.308 1.669
,0
-0.252 0.307 1.477 ).917 0.394 0.966 49.3
54.0 -0.227 1.588
58.9





PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
120% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
i
1- llt:h	 Midt P	 S Pnctol	 l p	 S Factor ( P	 S Fac• tur ('harm, I




	 P ressure	 Pressure	 Pressure Suction	 Suction 11/1t`
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 S-n fact	 Surface	 Surface Surface	 Surfacc
15 -0.881 0.577 2.134 0.675 0.528 0.837 113.6 -0.440 1	 0 0 .311
'20
-0.444 0.509 1.696 0.742 0.595 0.859 2 1. 8 -0.411 1.776 13.8 0.374
2.',
-0,54H 0.534 1.850 0.718 0.539 0.825 24.0 -O.idS 1.650 19.1 0.434
3n ••0.370 0.448 1.623 0.1304 0.;°-2 0.842 27.1 -0.205 1.570 23.9 0.462
35
-0.358 0. 3 97 1.610 0.755 0.585 0.779 211.2 -0. 222 1..`,87 34.2
40
-0.290 0.417 1.543 U.835 0.-22 0.842 32.3 -0.222 1.58'.. 46.5 0.531
45 -0.277 0.473 1. 530 0.779 0.502 I	 0.762 34.3 -0. 285 1	 1.650 58.5 0.568
50




0.779 n.602 0.762 39.3 -0.1'25 1.490
to
- 0.050 0 002 0.859 0.585 0.779 49.3
54.0 0.035 1.329
58.9
2 0. 149 1.215 -^r763.8.6 0. 155 1.209
TABLE 6-4
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
120% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
t V	 Faclur	 t I'	 ti Fach l
C hard	 1.1	 Span	 _	 1'I	 S1,;all	 '10	 Span	 90Y" Spar.
1nt'tom	 Pre"u rt • 	 Stoll'	 Vr,	 u l'	 Pre"',1't	 PresstlI'e
Surfat'e	 till rfa l't'	 Stir fate	 Su dill',	 Su 1'1:1	 I all t'e
1 I '	 S Fact'
t h„rd
	
90 	 Shan	 90	 Span
Sut t-it	 'Such. In





1 ^ -0.70:; 0.574 1, 943 0.644 0.3^5 0.849 15. 6 -0.394 1.768 0.32.1
21 ' -0.43- 0.112 1.656 n. 726 0.•192 U. 881 71.8 1 -0.399 1.774 13.E 0.1.;6
-0.51 11 0.30-5 1.769 0.732 0 530 0.843 24. 0 -0.3114 1.6`10 19.	 1 0.	 1-,
:Itl
-0.376 0.425 1.1;14 0.813 0..;14 0.8.19 ".1 -0.223 1.597 23.9 0.4411
-0.407 0.450 1.64:; 0.788 0..;74 0.799 29.2 -0.24.5 1.619 34.2
-0.326 0.375 1. 564 0.863 0.525 0.848 32.3 -0.234 1.60H 46 5 0,524
- 0.33 -^ 0.412 1.571 0. 82.; 0.597 0.777 34. ° -0. 184 1. 559 58.3 0. 56.1
-0.2.;8 0.338 1.496 0.900 0.547 0.826 37.3 -0.113 1.487 73.1 0.390
fit)
-0.189 0.400 1.4 0.838 0.591 0.782 39.3 -0.140 1.515
n
-0 133 O 319 1	 372 0 918 0 585 0.788 9 1
0 0.002 1.372
58.9
6 8.2 0.145 1.228
79.6 0.161 1.212
PAGE NO. 107
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
	 PWA-3404
TABLE 6-5
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, DCA STATOR
120"; DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
p	 S Factor	 p	 S Factm
(hord	 III'	 Span	 II I 	 Span	 go,"	 an	 90'. 	 an
Suction
	 Ilressui t -	 Suct-1 ,	l l rvssuic	 Pressurt,	I'lessure
Surfate
	
Surl3ue	 Surlav,	 S^urin,v	 Sd	 lurlac,
C












-0.6:11  1). 314 1. b41 0.695 0.455 0.880 16. 6 -0. 525 1.8!•I 7.7 0.324
-0. 5,-" 0.450 1.761 b, 759 0.417 U. 91!1 21. b -0.541 1. 87 e. M s 0. 336
-0.5 11 7 0.380 1. 75b 0.829 0.466 11.870 24.0 -0.459 1.796 I':1.1 0.392
-0.50 0.335 1.713 0.87 4   0.428 0.908 2 7.1 -0.345 1.681 23.11 0.431
-0.413 0.290 1.623 0.919 0.510 0. 826 29,2 -0.37b 1.714 34.2
-0.458 0.258 1. 66b 0.951 (1. 428 0 . 908 32.3 -0.339 1.676 16.5 0.326
-0. 438 0.220 1.649 0.969 0. 531 11. 804 34.3 -0.312 1. 649 58. 5 i5 69
-0. 400 0.207 1.610 1. 002 0.466 0.870 37.? -0.252 1.589 73.1 0. 58?
--
- 0. 36'1. ". 188 1.572 I.021 0.526 0.810 39.3 -0.263 i00
-0. 291 0.175 1.501 1. 1134 0.:;10 u.826 49. 3
f
54.0 -0.091 1. 431
58. 9
68.2 11.057 1. !1
7b.6 n. 06b 1.267
PI%C.E NO. 108
IYA
0	 0 ^I^:
